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Judge Rayburn Retires
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Mrs. Lowry Appointed
Honorary MD Chairman
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County, and presently serving as
1972 Kentucky March of Dimes,"
Executive Vice President of the
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Mrs. Lowry, wife of Dr. C. C.
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Lowry, Murray surgeon, is very
effective December 31, because
active in civic affairs serving on
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Auxiliary and is state legislative
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chairman for the Kentucky
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Calloway County Mental Health
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Murray was appointed honorary
state chairman of the 1972
Kentucky March of Dimes this
morning by Governor Wendell H.
Ford, who has served as
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EXTIMIDED A FRIFNDLY NAM,/

'Pinto Project' Conducted At Murray State

Clas!

Referring to the student Lister, Randel Orr, John Sachse,
By Dwain McIntosh
TIMES PUBLISHING COMPUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER
'"I'he Pinto Project for the opinion survey of sub-compact John Voelker arid Ted Hahn.
PANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
"We are pleased to participate
Academic Community,-• a cars, Platzer said the name of the
W. P. Williams, President (1941-1963)
In a project that provides us
project
sixelsormg
the
company
James C. Williams, Editor arid Publisher
marketing
project
research
•
opportunity for a new learning
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production AAanager
involving a student survey and was not revealed as the study was
experience by supplementing
Letters
to
the
the
right
to
reject
any
Advertising,
Editor,
We reserve
the test driving of a 1972 Pinto made.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are riot for the best in
Runabout, is being conducted on "Keeping this secret was one of classroom theory and concepts
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer- Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
the Murray State University the hardest things for the with the actual solution of a real.
Memphis, Tn , Time 8. Life Bldg., New York, N.Y., Stephenson Bldg ,
students making the survey to life business problem," Platzer
campus.
Detroit, Mich.
noted.
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray: $ 35 per week, 51 52 per
Bill
Platzer,
assistant do," he continued, "but if the
.month, $18.20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
name of the sponsoring company He said the project, sponsore4
professor
of
marketing,
said
the
,57 50 per year, other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 515 00
Pinto Project includes research had been known, the research by Ford with the cooperation of
per year, more than 150 miles from Murray,118.00 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
and reference materials as a may have been biased and of Youthmark, Inc., as an
Entered da/ I y at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, tor transmission
educational service to Murray
teaching aid for faculty and questionable value."
ry, Second Class Matter
The Ford company has loaned State, bridges the gap between
students,
along
with
the
use
of
the
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
la
theory and marketing .
Ford Motor Company's new the marketing department at cssroom
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
students develop their
practice
as
as
car
for
Pinto
State
a
Murray
Pinto car.
much as six weeks fur use as a own teaching research projects
WEDNESDAY-DECEMBER 8, 1971
teaching and reserach aid. by using the Pinto and their own
and
reference
Platzer said students who signed research
up to test drive the car may make materials.
arrangements to drive it by Students have the chance to
marketing enter one project from the
contacting
the
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
NEW department office between 8:30 department-either carried out
Wall Street Chatter
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley G. Cooper of South llth Street, Murray,
UPI (
-Subject a.m. and 12.30 p.m, or between by a single class or a joint
york
will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on December 10.
project for several classes-to the usual profit taking, the 1 30 and 3:30 p.m.
Ernie Bailey, Mary Ann Crawford, Judie Culpepper, Jerri
stock market should continue to Students in the marketing before Jan. 30, 1972, in the
Johnson, Ken Sinclair, Janis Southard, Anna Story, Ed Thomas,
strengthen, according to the reserach class working on the National Pinto Project Contest to
Judy Thomas, Darwin Weatherford, and Sue White, students at
Alexander Hamilton Institute. project are: Carolyn Wright, be conducted in behalf of Ford by
Murray College High School made perfect scores on the nation
With prospects for a strong 1972 Buster Perry, Larry Arnett, Youthmark, Inc.
'wide arithmetic test.
economy getting better all the Klaus Beinkampen, William A grand prize of $5,000 will be
The Murray Sanitation System is in operation with two modern
time, the market will have little Neville, William Birch, Jim awarded by Ford for the best
campaction type trucks being used by the system to collect waste
difficulty working higher, the Hauber, Scott Leary, Donald project submitted. Ten $1,000
from the business houses and residences of the city.
regional awards will also be
firm says.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brittain of Murray Route Two are the
made. Winners will be deterparents of a son, Donald Ray, born November 21 at the Murray
mined by panels of judges conThe recovery is Likely to meet
Hospital.
sisting
of
marketing
some resistance at the Dow 840- December 5, 1971
ofessionaLs and educators.
850 area unless the present ADULTS 89
Awards will be made by Ford
bear market psychology has NURSERY 4
been more thoroughly reversed, NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS in the form of grants to the
winning departments of the
DISMISSIALS
Reynolds Securities Inc. says.
LEDGER
TIMES FILE
The firrn says bear psychology Mrs. Betty Jean Darnell and participating colleges and
the
w The Winslow Engineering Corporation will locate a plant here
could be reversed by either a Baby, Girl, Rt. 3, Murray, universities, enabling
sudden favorable news announ- Vincent Robert Heise, 1511 departments to use the grant
in Murray in a building on the East Highway, owned by A. F.
cement, probably on the inter- Johnson Blvd., Murray, Miss funds for further academic acDoran.
national monetary front, or Amanda Faye Cathey, Rt. 2, Box tivities
William Hyland Boyd, former principal of New Concord High
after a further period of 76, Murray, Miss Lydia Kaye
School and graduate of Murray State College, was killed in a
stabilization and time-tested Cathey, Rt. 2 Box 76, Murray,
plane crash December 6 between Detroit, Mich., and Toledo,
Craig Allen Thweatt, Rt. 1, Alrno,
base building
Ohio. He was director of sales for a firm at Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Hazel Mae Recimon, 109
"T. Waldrop had a Christmas tree all lit up in his front yard last
Spear and Staff says the Mayfair Dr , Mayfield, Mrs.
night," from the column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray".
recent market rise could be the Wanda Sue Trichel and J3aby
The Murray State Thoroughbreds, coached by Harlan Hodges,
beginning of the next extended Boy, Rt 3, Buchanan, Tenn., A study released by the
on their second basketball game of the season by defeating
market advance. If the current Mrs. Mary Ellen Turner and Legislative Research ComTennessee Tech 51 to 46 at Cookeville, Tenn.
By BARBARA FRYE
recovery is not too swift a Baby Boy, 1110 Sycamore, mission recommends the 1972
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.(UPI)
security prices begin to move Murray, Mrs. Ruth Helen Milby, General Assembly take action to
By Helen Price Stacy
-Gerald
Givens
grabbed
a rag
Washington, Ky and other stateIn line with the tempo of Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs. Nancy Jane put more doctors in small towns
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. -A made gifts.
and went outside to wipe the
Smith, Rt. 7 Box 194, Mayfield, and rural areas.
season's first snow seldom stays In a Louisville home visited morning rain off the windshield gradual improvement of ecoadvance Mrs. Geneva Mae Willoughby, The study noted Kentucky had
around long, but patches of white recently, Eloise and Bennet of the family car so his wife nomic conditions, the
should carry the Dow very 403 S. 10th, Murray, Mrs. Mary a shortage of 1,540 physicians in
And Jesus came and spake unto them, saying, All power is that cling to twigs and tree trunks
could drive their daughter to
given unto me in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore, and teach are enough to make something Elliott used Kentucky sculpture, r45s.'Res at Florida State Univer- much higher, according to the Eva Byassee, Rt. 1, Benton, 1970 and the situation will grow
pottery, yarn hangings and
Merit Barber Rogers (expired), worse if nothing is done.
firm.
all nations.-Matthew 28:18-19.
entirely different of the pine or original paintings to lend sity
1635 Olive St., Murray.
The shortage was greatest in
God holds us responsible for the wise use of the power and cedar, the hillside, city street or
As he raised up from the car,
distinction and create a mood
advises
Dines
Letter
rural counties with Jackson
The
privilege extended to us
the fireside
he
found
himself
looking
94
that almost says "Welcome to
ADULTS
County having only one doctor.
, Overnight the tree has taken on our home and let's talk awhile. straight into the barrel of a 20- investors to use rallies to NURSERY 7
Robertson
and
Menifee
liquidate. "A rally like this
the look of Christmas, a hillside
For something different in gauge shotgun.
December 4, 197,1
counties also have only one
has become a place to sleigh ride,i Kentucky gifts. call the historical That was the way it started could last for several weeks but
in a bear market, you can
doctor for a combined population
Ithe city street ts eats -wiArr %boos society In your community 1.0 find issemtay
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
never be certain," the firm
of 6,000 persons.
and gifts and the fireplace made out who does genealogies. Give It ended thrv hours later
Mrs.
Linda
Ann
Sachse
and
observes.
The study shows Kentucky has
by Carl itiblet Jr.
to order for long stockings hung the genealogist as much family with the arrest of 20-year-old
Baby Boy, 1628 Olive St., Murray. one practicing doctor for every
from the mantel or a chairback history as you have to get started Andrew Jackson Jr on charges
DISMISSALS
998 persons, compared to a
Greed was never more in evidence than it is today pulled close to the hearthstone on a family tree that is sure to be of kidnaping for 81,000 ransom
Thomas Jefferson Garner, 205 national average of one per 750.
you
17-year-old
there
are
those
of
Geraldine
Already
Givens.
of
an
absorbing
the
beginning
up
with everybody who has anything to sell jacking
North 12th, Murray, Obid Dyer The study recommended:
Givens said Jackson, a Negro
who have gifts bought, wrapped
Burkeen, Route 1, Almo, Mrs. -Each state medical school
the price whether expenses are greater or not; and tagged. There too are the family hobby. Whatever your who lived off-and-on with his
ancestry with its family ghosts,
Jennifer Lewis Arnold, Route 1, receive 8300,000 annually for the
which is to say that when you raise your prices you rest of us who long ago learned whatever your race or color, your mother about a quarter of a
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Etta Sue family practice department;
By WILLIAM B. MEAD
are unpatriotic, unrealistic, unfair and a crook, but I that Christmas is not complete gift of a family tree can be an mile down the road, threatened
Carroll, Route 3, Puryear, Tenn., -Establishment of
a
store
or
to
WASHINGTON
(
UPI)
without
that
last
rush
to
a
kill
him
and
money.
then
forced
the
; had to raise my prices because I need
important legacy, a stablizing
Ralph Gordon Balentine, Route 3, scholarship fund for medical
factor in linking present and past Geraldine at gunpoint to go A chemical widely used for Murray, Mrs. Gladys M. Atkins,
"Greedy folks have long arms."
students to be trained in. "the
with him, demanding $1,000 for years in baby soaps may cause
There is still time this year to generations.
-Scottish Proverb
Hardin, Lee Curd Garner, Hazel, specialty of family practice;"
brain
damage,
according
to
the
her
return.
give a bit of Kentucky in the
Among stocking stuffers to be
James Wilson Coleman, Route 4, -The legislature allow comstockings hung by the mantel found in state park gift shops are From then on, for Geraldine, Food and Drug Administration
Murray,David Columbus Downs, munities to contract on a yearly
with care.. or those dangling many Kentucky-made articles It was a nightmare of running (FDA).
The Almanac
from the back of a chair. A small enough for the srOcking and through brambles in the woods Furthermore, the FDA said, Route 5, Murray,Mrs. Nellie Mae basis for the services of a
Carroll, Route 1, Alm°
. By United Press International
licensed doctor.
husband can give his family a also for the pocketbook, such as behind her house, then being the chemical -hexachlorophene
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 8,
winter weekend in a state resort the booklet "By Their Works," to pushed into the trunk of an -fails to deliver on many of
WIirIj!
ji.;.•32:ifei.lj11:41J17,;,;1;•::_;1ThFol
:the 342nd day of 1971.
park, and it bears repeating that be found at My Old Kentucky automobile, blindfolded and left the claims made for it.
The moon is between its full
as wonderful as the parks are in Home, Greenbo Lake State for a short while.
Perhaps the best known
phase and last quarter.
summer there is nothing so Resort Park and others. Written When Jackson returned, she hexachlorophene
product
is
There are no morning stars.
peaceful and beautiful as a park by Lynn Nickell, West Liberty, related, he took her to his phisohex, introduced more than
IttEATF2
The evening stars are Saturn,
visit during cold months when a
mother's house where they 20 years ago as a surgical
As part of a continuing wood fire reflects color and the booklet tells much about telephoned her father about the scrub and widely used also for
Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
program to -rut red tape", hospitality in the massive beams your ancestors who preserved ransom.
.Mercury.
Learning it had been bathing babies in hospitals and
on this date are Veterans Administration an- and stones and copper hoods foods by drying and canning, placed in a paper
Those
born
;
a
bag behind homes.
sulphured
apples,
how
they
built
Sagittarius.
nounced today that a lost birth above warm hearthstones.
the sign of
'under
a
Effective Wed., December 8th
the Givens barn, Jackson and In a bulletin mailed to 600,000
their
cabins
and
log
bee
hives,
Eli certificate or marriage license Continuing the theme of giving
inventor
gin
; Cotton
his hostage returned. Geral- doctors today, the FDA cited a
and
country
schools.
They
built
a
;Whitney was born Dec. 8, 1765. will no longer be the big problem Kentucky-made
gifts
this
study
by
Phisohex's
dine, with Jackson's gun on new
it once was for those who apply Christmas, stores and shops great Kentucky by work of their
; On this day in history:
Winthrop
her, climbed a fence, grabbed manufacturer,
hands.
In 1776 George Washington for veterans benefits.
Less throughout the commonwealth
Laboratories Division of Sterlthe bag and brought it back.
Look
around
you,
search
for
crossed the Delaware, near formal proof of marriage and and park gift shops abound with
ing Drug Inc., in which
a
N.J. and landed in birth is now acceptable under locally crafted articles that are unusual Kentucky foods and
1Trenton,
About that time, Sheriff newborn monkeys washed daily
products,
or
Make
something
new VA regulations.
!-/ Pennsylvania.
satisfying to give and a joy to yourself. This year would be a Raymond Hamlin and Deputy with the solution absorbed
In 1863 President Abraham
All Snack Bar Prices Remain The Same
noted that a new receive. There are shelves of good time to give gifts with a Gene Geiger, with a blood- hexachlorophene into their
Officials
Lincoln announced his plan for
books by Kentucky authors and made-in-Kentucky flavor and hound, came up behind them blood
and
suffered
brain
regulation became
effective
It
reconstruction of the South.
and Jackson took a shot at damage.
October 27, and that it covers editors-books on history, sports, look.
provided amnesty for all who
them, missing. Geiger returned
cooking, crafts, music, art and
Another study showed similar
payments
of
compensation,
Confederacy,
CA
the
supported
the fire, wounding Jackson in blood absorption and brain
TONITE thru SAT.
pension, dependency and in- books for all age groups.
leaders.
highest
except the
arms.
both
Every
city,
town
or
village
has
FDA
said,
damage
in
rats,
the
demnity
compensation
and
In 1886 delegates from 25
''There were bullets all and a third showed lesser but
education benefits for veterans, its people who tool leather,
unions founded the American
around and I was hoping none measureable
hammer copper and brass, make
hexacholorphene
widows,
and
orphan
children.
a Federation of Labor in Columwould hit me," the freshman levels in the blood of 50
jewelry-seamstresses
who
The
latest
test
results
show
the
At 1:30 Nitely
% bus, Ohio.
They explained that VA now could provide lengths of patcoed told newsmen later.
newborn babies who were
amount of poisonous mercury in
,1 In 1949 the Chinese National- accepts a veteran's certified chwork or even a quilt,
Hamlin said Jackson was free bathed with it. The monkeys
,1
,1 ist government, defeated by the statement of marriage, provided phicemats, table cover or cur- Kentucky Lake fish declined on $1,000 bail on burglary and rats were killed so their
during July, August and Sepe Communists, moved its head- neight he or his wife has been
charges at the time. He brains could be studied. The
TONITE thru TUE.
✓
tains in this popular motif. You
• quarters from the mainland to married before, and the agency might want to undertake a bit of tember.
underwent surgery for his arm babies, of course, were not, and
The figures were released by wounds
-: Formosa.
Monday and was the FDA said "no obvious toxic
has no contradictory information patchwork yourself and make a
the Tennessee Valley Authority,
a
on file.
released several hours later symptoms were noted in the
gift afghan of velvet patches Evnironmental
Protection and booked into the county jail.
today for
thought
A
VA also accepts a widow's brierstitched together or a
newborns."
Abraham Lincoln said, "Truth certified statement of marriage, country qgilt made of pieces of Agency and the Tennessee Water He had told Givens he needed
The FDA warned against
Quality
Control
Board.
vindication
best
if agency records substantially whatever you can find. In the
,is generally the
$1,000 to go to Miami.
•• NINA! IICOM•err
bathing with hexachlorophene
Last August state Health
i against slander"
support her statement.
✓
grandmothers continue a Commissioner William
hills
and
proposed
this
warning
label
r
P.
Similarly, a veteran's certified generations-old tradition of
for products containing it:
McElwain advised against KNICKS' TROUBLES
statement on the birth of a child piecing
, PAMIR P JACOBS ir.rx,..•
quilts
to
give
their
"Warnings.
CANE HARVESTERS
eating Kentucky Lake fish more
of his marriage is acceptable as children and grandchildren at
use
for
"Do
not
total
body
-The
MEXICO CITY (UPI) -A
(UPI)
YORK
than
twice
weekly because of the NEW
proof of age and relationship, Christmas.
group of 28 young Americans
high mercury content.
New York Knicks, beset by bathing.
again,
barring
VA
information
to
For
the
collector
there
are
help
left for Cuba Monday to
Despite the reduction, game Injuries to their star center "Rinse thoroughly after use."
the contrary,
.
i
The action pertained only to
artist prints as well as original fish still have an average
out in the 1971-1972 Cuban sugar
mer- Willis Reed since the start of
paintings,
Kentucky-made
products
with 3 per cent or
many
said
and
even
harvest
hurting
are
cury
cane
content slightly above the .5 the season,
In the case of a deceased
more would follow them.
veteran, the other parent's furniture, pottery and bibelots. parts per million safety level set more now at the pivot position. more hexachlorophene, includ'1 mil
•
certified statement on the birth of I consider it a mark of by the Food and Drug Ad- Reserve centers Greg Fillmore ing phisohex and gamophen
The group, which was rounddistinction
to
display
Kentucky
surgical
cake
of
soap.
Luther
ankle)
and
(sprained
minsistration.
the veteran's child is sufficient,
ed up and screened by radical
A Winthrop Laboratories
provided VA records corroborate arts and crafts. You might find a Kentucky Lake mercury RackleY (jammed thumb) are
organizations in the United
Kentucky
display
case
to
give
spokesman took exception to
line-up,
of
the
out
temporarily
contamination
has
the
statement.
been
1.1 Ito ism
blamed
States, tool Cubans Airlines'
an antique china cabinet. My old on mercury wastes
forward-center Jerry the FDA warning. "In more
leaving
dumped
into
from
flight
that
pointed
out
bi-weekly
officials
VA
regular
schoolmaster's desk, for in- the Tennessee River
than 20 years of use and tens of
by an Lucas alone in the middle.
Mexico City to Havana. They before the regulation change, the stance, holds apple dolls made by
millions of. eases there has
Alabama
factory.
CLOSED
said more volunteer cane agency required all statements Mrs. Jotumy Burgess of Lades,
Monroe, meanwhile, has never been a single report of
Earl
Pollution
from
the factory has
DRIVE
cutters would follow them, both of marriages and births to be ceramic birds
recovered from his ankle sprain harm from phisohex when used
made
by been under control for
'TIE FRIDAY
the past
IN
,C
27;4747,Ate
and supported by formalized
Mexico City
through
Morehead's Miss Nell Carr, wax year. authorities say,
and will be in the lineup tonight as directed," the spokesman
but old
Celtics.
through Canada
documentary evidence
the
Boston
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arartql:•1
against
candles from the Cane Brake in wastes still exist in the
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Class Officers Of
6th Grade Elected
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Heavy load calls for
help, not harassment
By Abigail Van Buren

Duplicate Bridge
Meets Here Tonight
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet tonight at
seven o'clock at the Gleason Hall,
St. Leo's Catholic Church. All
interested persons are invited
and may call Wally Swan for
information.
Winners at the session held last
Wednesday were Mr. and Mrs.
Max Carman, first, and Mr. and
Mrs. John Berry, second.

FBIRTHSJ

Mrs. Gary Warren Page

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kinney of West Rockport, Maine, anABBITT BOY
nounce the marriage of their daughter, Miss Narda Sue Dudley, to
Mr and Mrs. Jerry W. Abbitt,
Gary Warren Page,son of Bennie W.Page of Murray.
1104 Vine Street, Murray, are the
The vows were solemnized on Wednesday, November 24, at
parents of a baby boy, Logan
Charleston, Mo., in the presence of the families of the couple.
Rupert Sebastian, weighing eight
Following the ceremony the wedding party returned to Holiday
pounds 51
/
2 ounces, born on Inn, Mayfield,
for a bridal dinner.
Thursday, December 2, at 12:43
Mr and Mrs. Page are now at home 1402 Poplar Street, Murray,
p rn at the Murray-Calloway
after a wedding trip to Jackson, Tenn. They are both students at
County Hospital,
Murray High School.
The new father is a student at
Murray State University and is
with Village Productions Dinner
Theatre at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
Wednesday, December 8
I Youth prayer services at the
Paternal grandparents are Mr.
The WSCS of the Mason's First Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m.
and Mrs. Rupert ROM of Paducah
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jensen of Chapel United Methodist Church
willl meet at the church at seven The Nannah Circle of the First
Petalurna, California.
p.m.
United Methodist Church WSCS
SACHSE BOY
will meet at the home of Mrs.
The
Opera
Workshop
Class Harold Eversmeyer, 820 North
Eric Lewis is the name chosen
by Mr and Mrs. John Sachse, performance will be held at eight 19th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
1678 Olive Street, Murray, for p.m. at the Fine Arts Building,
Thursday, December 9
their baby boy, weighing seven MSU. No charge.
pounds fifteen ounces, born on
The Licensed Practical Nurses
Saturday, December 4, at 10:10 The Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson will have a Christmas party and
a.m at the Murray-Calloway Circles of the First United exchange of one dollar gifts at the
Methodist Church WSCS will Southside Restaurant at seven
County Hospital.
They have another son, Jef- have a potluck supper at the P.m. Make reservations by
frey, age fourteen months. The social hall of the church at 6130 Tuesday with Barbara Moody:
Christmas gifts valued at 714-14X1,Fay Puckett 753-6130. or
father is a senior at Murray Mats
,
one daooar will be exchanged. Ruth Chambers 753-3176.
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Senior -TeTl
F ifiTI of Cheryl
Mrs. Edward L. Sachse and Mr.
Hughes Heavrin, Paducah, flute,
Vahe
Ghazarian
and
Nares
and Mrs. Leonard B. Lewis , all of
will be held at eight p.m. in the
Chubwa will be in charge of the
Louisville.
recital hall, Fine Arts Annex,
Murray State at eight p.m.

p.m.

Give him a CAMEO
in leather!

t he finest

CLASSIC

i

re,
SABRE

Whatever the features a man wants in a billfold. Cameo
has the model for him Choose from these, and other
popular models .. each with famous Cameo styling ond
craftsmanship. We have them in an assortment of quality
leathers, on latest colors.

TUE.

DEAR ABBY: You jokingly said, "Now, if
Ma Bell
would only come up with a gadget that
would signal those
nonstop talkers to say goodby!"
Well, we of Standard Telephone in northeast
Georgia
have used a feature for some 20 years. Our
apparatus
signals a short warning at the end of five minutes.
Sixty
seconds later another warning signal is heard, after
which
the csnnection is automatically broken.
This does not, of course, prevent the parties from
redialing each her. It does, however, free the line for
others
who may be trying to get either of the long-winded
parties.
Yours very truly,
H. M. STEWART
DEAR MR. STEWART: The feature is great if one of
the parties Is eager to terminate the conversation
. But can
you imagine the resentment an automatic disconnect
would
create if both parties were enjoying a "long-winde
d" conversatioo about lava? qr
DEAR ABBY: After years of accepting congratulations
and gifts on my birthday just for having been born,
it
suddenly occurred to me who really deserved the gifts
After that, on my birthday, I sent my mother one rose
for every year of my life I enclosed a note, "With loving
thanks. She knew who had sent them.
Now that she is no longer living, I send a contribution
on my birthday to my mother's favorite charity in her
name The card still says, "With loving thanks"

The Sea Mists will present a
CONFIDENTIAL JO "KEEP ME ANONYMOUS IN
special water show at the Murray
SAN ANTONIO". The person who is always first to notice a
State pool at eight p.m. No adbit of "dirt" on 'the ,her fellow may need to have his
mission.
glasses cleaned.
The Dexter Homemakers Club the annual winter concert of the
will meet at the home of Mrs. Murray High and Middle School Methodist Church at noon.
Turkey, dressing, and cranNida Puckett at 9:30 a.m.
Bands at the University School berries will be
furnished. The
auditorium at 730 p.m.
program will be given by Mrs.
The Grace Baptist Church
Annual Family Night of the Richard Vanetta and her speech
Baptist Women are scheduled to
meet at the church at seven p.m. Woodmen of the World will be students from Murray State
The Sunnyside Homemakers held at the Woodrnen Hall at 6:30 The annual Christmas program
Club will meet at the Colonial p.m. This will be a dinner will be presented by the children
House Smorgasbord at eleven meeting with installation of
of Kirksey School in the gyma.m.
nasium at seven p.m.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church will have a
Christmas party at the Holiday
Inn at six p.m. with the husbands
as guests.

of-

Friday, December 10
The
Murray
North
Homemakers Club will have its
annual Christmas potluck luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Barletta Wrather at 1130 a.m.
Gifts will be exchanged

The Dorcas Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
will have a dinner meeting at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
6:30 p.m.

The Night Owl Homemakers
Club will have a fondue supper The Sea Mists will present a
for members and their husbands special water show at the Murray
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. State Pool at eight p.m No admission.
Steven Decker at six p.m.

will
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20% Off

DRESSES 20% Off
cep

Rick
Willet,
Jim humorous letters from Santa's
The Garden Department of the Hall,
Murray Woman's Club held its Scamahoini, Allen Blankenship, mail bag from various members
of the club, and awarded apregular meeting on Thursday, and Roger Humphrey.
propriate gifts according to their
December 2, at the club house.
They acted out in pantomine, wishes An exchange of gifts by.
Mrs. John Livesay, chairman,
the play "Athem And the Cop', all members was also enjoyed
opened the meeting with which
reveiled the true spirit of During the social hour delicious
greetings and Christmas wishes. the
coming Christmas season. refreshments of carrot cake and
She introduced six new members The students
were well received spiced tea were served by Mrs
who were Mesdames M. C. and
Morrison Galloway, Mrs. James
enjoyed y the club.
Henry, Charles Cella, John
Hamilton, Mrs. W. B. Graves.
Thompson, Helene Visher, Around
the
beautifully Mrs. Carney Hendon, and Mrs
Wallace Swan, and Bill Nelson. decorated tree, Mrs. Byrn read Edgar Morris
The department chairman
asked the members to pause for a
moment of silence honoring the
memory of two faithful members, Mrs. B. J. Hoffman and
Mrs. V. E. Windsor.

It It tet lit tit trri)tret etre, IN 481 tert

4P Christmas
* One Group
c
40
Girls
,
:
4 Dresses
c %
c TO

Specials *
Girls Winter *

The devotion, a beautiful
Christmas story, was given by
Mrs. Linville Yates.
An invitation was read from the
Mayfield Club to their Christmas
tour of homes.

Mrs. James Byrn was in
charge of the program and introduced students from Murray
State University, members of the
k and Buskin Club: Marcy
Maddox, Emits,
Billy

O
lg'
O

Dinger,
Chenault, Mike Hardy, Charley
Fahey Family Visits dg
*
Here In Murray
c
Lt. and Mrs. Mike Fahey and
children, Kathy Anne and
Michael, of Newport, Rhode
Island, were the guests last
weekend of their grandmothers,
Mrs. Greg Miller and Mrs. Isaac
L. Clanton, both of Murray.

Coats
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Before coming to Murray they
visited Mrs. Fahey'rparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles C. Miller
Tenn.

Uisle *
ia

*
*
(1
HURRY!!
*
*
0 Southside Shopping Manor Murray, Ky.a

Chattanooga,

Enroute home from Murray,
the Fahey family visited his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Fahey of Gary, Ind.
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WEEKENDERS

$128($18
REG. 15.11 & 15.91

OUDAY,Y1T-PARADE

Acrylic locket or vest tops
in with matching skirt and
slacks . plaids and
stripes in sizes
6 thru 18.

(Ot,
Downtown Murray

DEAR J.: Thank you for sharing a beautiful idea

Saturday, December 11
The Nellie Outland Sunday
School Class of the
Cherry
Corner Baptist Church will have
$4.00 to $16.00
a potluck supper from members
and their families at the church
'
at 6:30 p.m. Each one is to bring
A movie, "Shoot The Piano one dollar for equipment for the
The Murray High School Band
753-1640
114 6 5th
Player", sponsored by the kitchen instead of exchanging
Parents Booster Club announces
Murray State Student Governgifts
ment, will be presented at the
VVVIZTIVTIVITTVRIMSTRIZVIZZITIVIMITITR
University School Auditorium at
Sunday, December 12
7:30p.m. Admission will be fifty
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
The Murray Woman's Club
cents per person.
have its annual Christmas
Dec. 9, 10 & 11.
program, presented by the Music
The Senior High members of
Department, at three p.m. at the
Girls Infant
the First Baptist Church have
Reg. '28.98 - NOW $2198
club house. Decorations will be
been invited by the Baptist
by the Alpha and Zeta DepartStudent Union to an all-night
ments and the hostess chairmen
Girls
Reg. 145.00 - NOW $3498
bowling party starting at midare from the Delta Department.
night until 2:30 a.m. The cost will
Reg. 135.00 NOW $2498
be one dollar and call 753-1854
before Wednesday.
One Small Kai k
Drain canned tuna and
The Murray Welcome Wagon
separate into. large chunks
Newcomers Club will have its
Chrtstmas Store Hours
New Holiday & Fall
Combine with chopped
second annual Christmas Ball at
(Effective 12-10-711
toasted walnuts, sliced celthe
Calloway
County
Country
thru Christmas
ery, chopped dill pickle,
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m.
chopped pimiento and pars9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
with music by the "Ironstone".
Beautiful Free Gift Wrapping
ley flakes Moisten and
hind with a dressing of low
The public is invited to call Mrs.
calorie mayonnaise product
Barbara Brandon 753-1975 betFashions For The Younger Set
flavored with curry and onween seven and nine a m for
ion powders, seasoned salt
ticket information
and lemon juice. Arrange
master charge BANKMIERICAMI
Ph 642-2932
.....
individual portions on beds
The Murray-Calloway County
PArl
124 W Wash,ngton
of crisp greens and serve
Senior Citizens Club will have its
with garnishes of lemon
Vint VintirRIZITIZIZTiviz
Christmas potluck luncheon at
wedges and walnut halves.
the social hall of the First United

LINDSEY'S JEWELERS

Of

DEAR ABBY: We've been married 14 years and have
four sweet kids. Over the years my husband has done some
pretty mean things. Here is an example:
Yesterday my youngest cried when I told her I couldn't
attend the first PTA meeting as that was my night to do
the weekly grocery shopping_ When I realized how much it
meant to her to have me meet her teacher and view her
work, I knew I had to go, so when my husband came home
from work, I told him his dinner was on the table, and I
was rushing out to do the marketing early, so I could attend
the PTA meeting.
Well, Abby, he flew into a rage like a madman when he
saw there was no full-course dinner waiting for him—but
something I had quickly put together instead. He shouted
that he would not put up with meals like this, as
though I
fed him that way every night! He also said it
wasn't necessary for me to go to the PTA meeting.
and I was only
using it as an excuse to get out of the house.
(And all of
this in front of the children?)
I did the marketing with a lump in my
thrnat and when
I returned, he refused to help me
carry in the nine bags of
groceries!
Abby, what do you think of a 41-year-old
man with a
master's degree and an executive position who
treats his
family this way?
HEARTSICfC
DEAR HEARTSICK: Maturity and consideratio
n do not
come in degrees. And by the way, your husband
is as much
a parent as you, and as such he
should have gone to the
PTA meeting with you. fP. S. I
hope your husband
grows up before his kids do.)
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Vesper Service and Tree
Trimming Party will be held at
the Baptist Student Center at 6:30
p.m. All Murray State students
are invited.

WEDNESDAY—DECEMBER 8, 1971.

Garden Department Entertained With Play By Students

The sixth grade of Kirksey
Elementary School elected officers at the school on Friday,
December 3.
They are Randy McCallon,
president; Gail Tucker, vicepresident;
Shari
Tucker,
secretary; Karen Edwards,
treasurer; Nada
Frazier,
reporter.
The class is making Christmas
decorations for their room and
are also getting ready for the
upcoming Christmas program at
the Kirksey School on Friday,
December 10.

Wlainatalant,111111111111D
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RHAY, KENTUCKY

Wedding Vows Read

VU-ALL

SAT.

TIMES —

NEGLIGEE SETS
$688

AN D $788

REG. 7.11 AND 8 99
2-pc. nylon tr, •
oncl-coai sets 166U-raid
with laces and embroidery . • Pasta's and
deeptones
,TeS FT,

GOWNS
AND UP
S299
Long and waltz length nylon tricot gowns
styles with filmy nylon overlays and trimmed
with laces and embroidery
pastels ond
deeptone,
sizes s-m-I

NYLON QUILTED
ROBES
$599 AND UP
Long ond short fitted robes with
appliques, laces and.embroodery trims
°started pastels
sizes 10 thru 18

PANT DRESSES

$16 REG. 16.99 & 17.99
REG. 18.99 8. 19.99
$18
$21 REG. 21.99, 22.99, 23.99
yrs
Perfect for the holidays in polyester,
doubleknit and velour
navy and pastel
colors
7 thru 20 and half sizes

SHIRTS & BLOUSES
'
4
$544 REG. 5.99
Long sleeve dressy ond tailored styles
,c, acetate satin nylon and docron/cotton
assorted colon in sizes 32 thru 38

FASHION SLACKS

$699

Iitibis44 corduroy patch pocket slacks with
button fronts Navy, brown, cranberry,
purple ond green
sizes 8 thru 18

PA(.1.1 FOUR
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Trigg Wildcats Outlast
Murray High Last Night

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 8, 1971

Luther Pleased With Showing
Of Racers In Saturday Loss

"Of course I'm disappointed in
and leads the Racers in scoring
By MIKE BRANDON
scored on a rebound with 3.15 left the Tigers blew four chances to
losing after coming from behind have size and great speed, they average with
29.0. Ron Williams
Football season in Kentucky to make the count 36-28. Then the ware as two layups were missed
are
well disciplined, and they
twice, but I'm really pleased with
is averaging 17.5, Bill Mancini
ended two weeks ago. But if one roof fell in.
and two floor violations were
the poise and determination the came in here with a hot hand and
12.0, Marcelous Starks 9.0, and
witnessed the visiting Trigg With the Wildcats holding a 311- called.
team showed in coming back," played a fine ballgame."
County Wildcats 58-55 win over 30 lead Shernwell and Baker
Steve
Barret 7.0 Starks is
Jimmy Bramley stole the ball
Murray State Coach Cal Luther Luther blamed his Racers'
:the Murray High Tigers last combined for six quick points. from the Wildcats and drove for
said of his team's 81-80 loss to floor mistakes for the loss. "You leading rebounder with 12.5 a
'night, he might have been led to Baker was fouled at the buzzer the score to put the
Tigers within NEW YORK (UPI)-Evans- seventh and the top 10 was Cheyney State Saturday night. certainly can't turn the ball over game. Mancini haii averaged
. believe otherwise.
and Porter McCuiston was two points with 58 seconds still vine showed its early-season completed by Cheyney ( Pa.) "Cheyney State's ' strong 25 times and expect to beat a good 11.5.
The Tigers and the Wildcats whistled for a technical foul. left. Eight seconds later
The next opponent for the
Diggs, might and the United Press State, Stephen F. Austin and team," Luther continued. "They team like Cheyney." He also
managed to play one of the Baker hit the two foul shots and missed the second of
expressed disappointment at his Racers will be Ilinois State who
a one-plus International Board of Coaches Ashland of Ohio.
sloppiest, roughest games the one technical foul shot to situation and the
team's shooting, noting that its will be in Murray Saturday night
Tigers responded by voting the Aces
imaginable. But in the end it give Trigg a 47-30 lead at the end rebounded the ball.
outside shooting statistics were The Cardinals are 1-2 for the
But in a an overwhelming No. 1 in the
turned out to be a thriller.
By United Press International far from impressive.
season.
of the quarter
scramble the ball fell on the floor first week of balloting in the
Murray led once in the entire Because the quarter had ended and a jumpball followed. Willis small college ratings.
Luther calls Illinois State one of
Civitau Classic
After falling 16 points betund in
ballgame.
That came when with a technical foul, Trigg controlled the tip for Murray.
(Jacksonville, Fla
Evansville, victor in last
the first half and trailing by 12 at the strongest teams on the
George Landolt hit train under County was given the ball at the Bramley tried to
Final Round
halftime, the Racers rallied to tie Murray schedule and says the
drive and was year's NCAA College Division
the basket to put the Tigers in outset of the final period. Baker fouled.
Fla St 90 Jacksonvl 83
Bramley missed both post-season tournament, opened
the score midway of the second Racers will have to play a much
front 2-0. Poor shooting and far went right back to work by free throws
YORK ( UPI)-The
Consolation
and the Wildcats iced the '71 season with an 83-80 N EW
half, only to see Cheyney spurt to better they have in their first two
too many turnovers caused the promptly hitting on a drive to the game
United
Press
Tenn
International
I
ech
top
67
Stetson
3,
114
in the final seconds by triumph
over
11-point lead with 5 minutes to games to win. "Illinois State is
an
last
year's
Tigers to be on the low end of a 12- give the Trigg County Wildcats scoring on a goal tending
regular season champion, As- 20 small college basketball
call
and
"The trap defense we used to bigger, stronger, and better
go.
7 first quarter score.
their largest lead of the game,49- by hitting a free throw. Bramley sumption. That got the Aces
teams with won-lost records Michigan 89 Eastern Mich 88
get back in the game drained us," shooters than either of the teams
19
Both Learns played a very 30.
scored the last Tiger point with first-place votes from the 30 and first place votes in Temple 71 Hofstra 58
ther said. "We don't have the we've played," he said.
ragged second quarter.
The
With 5:42 remaining in the three seconds left by connecting coaches participating
parentheses: (first week)
Cal St 'Pa 69 Ind L Pa I 65 reserve strength to maintain
in
the
Tigers managed to cut the game Higbey banged a 15 footer from
Points Purdue 112 Northern ill 85
five feet out to make the balloting for UPI and 256 Team
uch
a defense for a long
margin to three points on a 15 foot to give Trigg a 54-36 lead. Then,
256 Slippery Rock 103 Geneva 72
final count 58-55.
points. Idle Kentucky State was 1. Evansville (19) (1-0)
period" Still the Racers rallied
Jump shot by Jimmy Bramley. the Tigers began to fight out of
The evening had one bright second with 220 points and one 2. Kentucky St. (1) (080) 220 Howard 101 St. Paul's 67
again, taking a one-point lead in
But the Wildcats rattled off five their cages.
3. Ky. Wesleyan (2-0)165 Penn St. 73 Columbia 50
note. The "B" team Tigers took a first-place vote.
the last minute and getting two
straight point over the next Porter McCuiston scored four
51-42 win over the Wildkittens of Kentucky Wesleyan, which 4. Tennessee St. (1) (1-0)137 Kentucky St. 103 Calvary 69
ood shots at the basket in the
three minutes and Murray trailed straight points and Tyrone
121 Cumberland 102 Berea 100
Trigg County. Ray Lane led the will entertain Evansville in this 5. Louisiana Tech (14)
seconds after Cheyney had
final
25-17.
McCuiston hit a 15 tooter to pull scoring with 16 points followed week's top game On Saturday, 6. EauClaire (Wis.) (5) (3-0) Illinois 96 South Dakota 56
gone back in front by one
Tyrone McCuiston swished two the Tigers to within 12. Adam
119 St, Bon 83 Thomas More 51
by Dean Willis and Mike Cathey was third with 165 points. After
Les Taylor, who had 40 points
free throws with nine seconds left Lanning scored four straight
106 Wyoming 88 Montana 75
with seven. Resig and Dick had that it was Teruiessee State, 7. Assumption (1)_11-1)
in
the Racers' win over Arkansas
to cut the margin to six points. points and the Tigers closed the
753-9999
four apiece while Scott and Louisiana Tech and Eau Claire 8. Cheyney (Pa.) St. 12-0) 75 Denver 79 San Jose St. 66
But David Fitzwater balanced gap to eight.
Tech,
added 18 against Cheyney,
73 'I'CU 95 Lamar 76
Tanning each scored three to of Wisconsin. Eau Claire got 9, S.F. Austin (3-1
McCuiston's free throws out by
With 3.01 to play, Ray Lane round out the point production for the second highest total of first- 10. Ashland (0.)(1)(14)
67 Texas-El Paso 65 Iowa 57
scoring from under the basket at popped a 20 footer and the Tiger
AVA-VM-VAVAVX.VMVAVA-V
the Tigers.
place votes (five) after winning- 11. S.W. Louisiana (1) (1-1) 63 Baylor 78 Ab Christian 73
i
li
the buzzer to give Trigg County a fans went into a frenzy as the now
12. Old Dominion (1-1)
41 Sacred Heart 76 C.W. Post 74
its first three games.
Do
Your
Christma
s
Shoppin
g
at
lg
.
27-19 lead at halftime.
The
Tigers travel to Paducah
hustling Tigers pulled to within
28 Bucknell 78 Lehigh 69
Assumption, which was rated 13. Howard Payne (4-1
The Tigers hit a miserable 29 six points.
Tilghman Friday to meet the fourth in pre-season,
14.
Grambling
Cheyney
St.
89
(3-0)
Monmouth (NJ)
20
slipped to
per cent from the field in the first
With 2:53 showing on the clock highly-regarded Blue Tornado.
15. Fairmont ( W. Va.) St. (2-1) 83
half.
Porter McCuiston stole the ball Trigg County 12 15 20 11-58
19 Morgan St. 83 Lincoln 80 (ot)
Robert Baker dimmed the on the press and drove for a Murray High 7 12 11 25-55
16. San Francisco St. ( 2-0) 18 Iowa St. 83 Drake 80
Tiger hopes a little more by layup. McCuiston was fouled on
Trigg (58) Baker 17, Martin 1,
17. S.W. Missouri ( 2-1)
17 Central St. 85 Kenyon 81
scoring four quick points at the the play and converted the free Shemwell 14, Ftizwater 7, Diggs
18. Eastern III. ( 1) (2-0)
13 Thiel 82 Denison 68
outset of the third period and throw to make it 54-51..
6, Higbee 6 and Larkins 7.
19. Wooster (0.) 12-0)
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA
12 Crngie-Mlln 82 Ohio Wslyn 80
Coach Bob Toon's Tigers found
Murray 55) T. McCuiston 10,
Eight seconds later Shemwell
20. San Fernando St. ( 2-0)
11 Marquette 74 Memphis St. 73
themselves behind by 12 points. was fouled and hit one of his two Lanning 4, Landolt, 6,
Mayfield, Kentucky
NOTE : Records include Penn 50 Duke 49
Bramley
Murray fought back to within free throws to up the lead to four 11, Luther 5, Lane 3, Willis 2
games of Dec. 5.
Brandeis 91 MIT 86 ( ot)
and
eight points as Porter McCuiston points. In the next
two minutes P. McCuiston 14.
BY MIKE BRANDON
It took part of three seasons for
it to happen but it finally did.
Murray State's Baby Racers 27
game winning streak came to an
end Monday night as the Saluki
freshmen of Southern Illinois
By GARY KALE
for fighting.
Bolls held the Cavs to 13 points in University whipped Murray 100UPI Sports Writer
Chicago remained 41
/
2 games the final period while scoring 30. 84.
Former Celtics Bill Russell back
The Baby Racers were within
of Milwaukee in the Central
In other NBA action, Mil- ight
and Tom Heinsohn are supably
Division with a fourth quarter waukee
points at halftime 51-43.
routed Seattle, 116-83,
impressed by the present brand rally that
But big Mike Coleman left the
beat Cleveland. The
Chicago ripped Cleveland, itk game with fouls
,of Boston talent.
during the
99. Portland surprised Detroic second half and
,., They cite three reasons why
the Murray effort
131-130,
in
overtime, Buffalo fell short.
the current Celts should win the
NBA Standings
.. Atlantic Division title in the By United Press International riddled Cincinnati, 115-91, and
Murray shot 89 times in the
Atlanta defeated Golden State, contest making only
ational Basketball Association
34 buckets
Eastern Conference
116-113
this season:
fora cold .362 per centage. The
Atlantic Division
• LOW PROFILE .
-The 105-97 victory over New
W. L. Pct. GB
Milwaukee led Seattle close to Salukis were 42 of 72 for a
Stability at all speeds,
Instant steering response,
York
Tuesday
night
that Boston
16 10 .615
39-37 with 346 left in the first blistering .583.
wertimixes side roll and sway. ho^cnin9 ease on
cornering'
snapped the Knicks' eight-game New York
14 12 .538 2 half and then ran off a 12-1 Coleman found the confines of
winning streak against Boston. Philadelphia
Carbondale
the
Arena
very un12 14 .462 4 spurt to put the game out of
-The maturing of 1976-71 co- Buffalo
11 15 .4/3 5 reach. Kareem Jabbar paced friendly as the 6-6 center scored
rookie of the year Dave Cowens
Central Division
RIG. EXCH. PRICE IS 95
the Bucks with 29 points and just nine points. T.C. Jamison
into an all-round center.
650 a 13 Tubeless Black
W. L. Pet. GB Bob Dandridge had 28. Don picked up the scoring slack for
1 11- MON T
-The 10-2 start by Boston Baltimore
10 15 .400
Smith led the Sorties with 21. the Racers by firing in 37 points.
this season and the ability to Cleveland
9 17 .346 11
/
2 John Block of Milwaukee and Darnell Adell chipped in with 19.
GU tkR"Mt
win & vital decision Tuesday Cincinnati
01•time Used
8 16 .333 11
/
2 Dick Snyder of Seattle were Roger Boynton led the Salukis
oed1,•othavai
that meant a two-game lead Atlanta
essere
8 17 .320 2 ejected in the fourth quarter with 28 while 6-10 Joe
Ge4,4
"
over New York
Western Conference
Merriweather scored 22. Gower
C,owens Controls Boards
Stan McKenzie -scored six of and Willis each scored 19 while
Midwest Division
C,ovrens controlled the boards
W. L. Pct. GB Portland's 15 points in overtime Ricci also hit double figures with
In the first half as Boston Milwaukee
SI 4 .857 ... as the Trail Blazers won their 10.
EASY TERMS
- -I overcame poor shooting to trail Chicago
-11F-7.720 41
/
2 first road game in 12 attempts. Murray
-43 48-84
New York 52-51, at intermis- Phoenix
14 11 .560 8R Jimmy Walker rallied Detroit SIU
51 49-1
sion.
Detroit
10 15 .400 121
/
2 in the fourth quarter by scoring
Murray
i84 -Coleman 9,
The Knicks, hitting only on
19 of the club's last 21 points in Jamison 37,
Pacific Division
TUBELESS BLACK WALLS
Adell 19, Kelley 7,
one of their first 15 shots,
W. L. Pct. GB regulation time. He finished Swatzell 4, Mantooth 4, Smith 2,
ON.(1101
an
MU ten
3 exhibited one of their frequent Los Angeles
with 40. Geoff Petrie, the other Roney 2, Hale
PIKI
23 3 .885
0 and Redmon.
•-•
cold spells this season as they Seattle
18 11 .621 6% co-rookie of 1971, scored 36 for
SIU (100)-Willis 19, Ricci 10,
t Passenger 'fire Guarani..
7.75 x 14
18.95
13.99 2.14 1
$ failed to score for 4:14 of the Golden State
16 13 .552 8/
1
2 Portland.
Merriweather 22, Boynton 28,
•
and
third period while Boston ran Houston
el 9.• ...m.o..* 11 ov•
6 21 .722 17% Rookie Fred Hilton accounted Gower 19 and Rogers 2.
.5.•••• ••••• ••••••
h• or •••••
7.75 x 15
18.95
13.99 2.16
*gray •••• for S..••• ------off 10 straight points. Boston Portland
5 21 .192 18 for 26 points as
•*a
••••
••
Buffalo
•
led 69-55 halfway through the
armor
•••••••••• ••••
Tuesday's Results
8.25 x 14
Ion 4.1 arr.. Iowed •••••. so•I... ••••••
19.95
15.99 2.32
ABA Standings
clobbered Cincinnati. The
c•••••
.• re•Oracro
.quarter by running off an 18-3 Portland 131 Detroit 130(ot)
gr....
••••••• ••• •••••
•••
By United Press International
Braves
scored
12
straight
points
e spurt as Jo Jo White and John Milwaukee 116 Seattle 83
East
in a surge that started with
Haylicek zeroed in on target. Boston 106 New York 97
W. L. Pct. GB
four
minutes
remaining
in
the
White finished with 26 points Chicago 115 Cleveland 99
third period and carried them Kentucky
17 7 .708 ...
and White netted 25. Walt Buffalo 115 Cincinnati 91
RIDE
from a 69-64 deficit to a 76-64 Virginia
16 11 .593 2/
E Z
1
2
Frazier was high for New York Atlanta 116 Golden St. 113
Floridians
lead.
12
15
444
6
/
1
2
with 25 points.
(Only games scheduled
Pittsburgh
(1:
It
"1
41
12 16 .429 7
4
14
All teams are sky-high when
Wednesday's Games
SINN cars
Lou Hudson scored 30 points New York
7.00 x 13
10 15 400 71
/
2
they play us," said Heinsohn, Portland at Baltimore
61.1
Po,
and Pete Maravich added 26 as Carolina
9 16 360 81
/
2
'.? the Boston coach. The old Cleveland at Boston
TUBELESS BLACKWALL
the Hawks beat Golden State
HEAVY DUTY GOLDEN
West
. Celtics were twice as tough, but Phila at Cincinnati
Cazzie Russell led the Wan-ion
ULTRA SHOCKS 733
W. L. Pct. GB
we're achieving recognition. Los Angeles at Houston
eoth
with 33 points but it wasn't Utah
,
19 8 .704
-. . Everybody worked their butt
Only games scheduled
enough to prevent their fourth Indiana
15
10
600
3
off tonight to beat the Knicks."
consecutive defeat.
Memphis
11 14 .4407
Expert installation at o reasonable price
Dallas
11 15 .423 71
/
2
Quality
Denver
10 15 CO 8
BONDED
Tuesday's Results
TUBELESS BLACK WALLS
Indiana 119 New York 114
Set of 8 fo, 4 Wheels
oil
MU MCI
Dallas 113 Virginia 103
15 a 14
201
Floridians 107 Denver 105
75 a 14
2 14
(Murray Only) Pittsburgh 122 Carolina 102
8 25 x 14
2 32
(Only games scheduled
7 75. 15
2 16
Wednesday's Games
cans
825 a 15
2 :;7
Kentucky vs. Carolina
more braking at t.':
'NI pi.. Ow I
11)..
At Charlotte, N.C.
• lining &pill
nod fro 40 14.
111
u!
Dallas at Utah
etsteit.enOti $10 fon set. mast Eats.
Denver at Memphis
WHITEWALLS
ONLY Bi2.S0 more
(Only games scheduled )

Evansville Rated To Team
In UPI Small College Poll

College Scores

Cage Ratings
Small College

MURRAY
MUFFLER

F

SERVICE

Phone

5.1

Frosh
Fall To
Salukis

FASHIONS ip" MEN ri
u
HAND1181FTS
MONOGRAMING

T1
01
PI

BI

i4:X-VX-VAVX-VX-VMVA-VX-VX-k:XZ

Boston Snaps Knicks Losing
Streak; Bucks Rout Seattle

RE TIRE

AT LOW, LOW PRICES
NEW BRUNSWICK
ty- 4-PLY

NYLON CORD

1

Cl
TI

FREE MOUNTING

FREE ROTATION

1

4.

•••••••1

FREE

INSPECTION

Super-Quality

BRUNSWICK

SHOCKS

4-PLY NYLON CORD

5

P
*
t..
i

SRAICENOES

* SPECIAL *

7??..

ALL DAY THURSDAY

99

Reg. Box
$1.25 Value

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

Kt/thaw fried ekiekts.
12th & Sycamore

Phone 7 5 3 7 I e 1

SWINNEY CLAIMED
NEW
YORK
( UPI The
Houston Oilers claimed Clovis
Swinney, a 6-foot-3, 249 pound
defensive tackle, from the New
York Jets Tuesday_
Swinney, who was called off
his used car lot in Jonesboro,
Ark by the Jets last month,
was placed on the injured
waiver list by New York
following an ankle injury
suffered in the contest against
tian Francisco Nov. 28

gfighle SPARK
PLUGS

i Wet urn.

Road Hazard
c

24-Month
'(1{ AOWFAA

Complot•
Line of
Brunswick Tires
at Special
Low Pric•s I

EASY TERMS

rientetFf

As low
as

higirsal
rquirstriii

swab's.
crut.t Yu,

4-17 2

9-8 Mon.-Sat.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
1-6 Sundays

753-8391

OTASCO

'
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES & WED.
The Only Store In Murray That Offers
Only U.S. Prime Beef!
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

ig
Racers in scorir4
10. Ron William:
7.5, Bill Mancini
s Starks 9.0, ari,!
7 0 Starks .•
'der with 17
Li has averag,
,pponent for tht.
Ilinoia State wh,
ay Saturday nigh.
are 1-2 for th,
llinois State one
teams on th,
Ile and says ft
ve to play a muct
.e in their first tv..
"Illinois State L.
,
;er, and better
ither of the team
he said.

* U.S.FOOD

STAMPS

YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

;

TO LIMIT

REDEEMED *

Southside Shopping Center

BACO N
CHUCK ROAST
AmBuRG R
PEACHs 31,0.;89
SWEET RASHER
SLICED

Tray Pack
lb.

U.S. PRIME
First Cub
-

lb.

PUREGROUND

RAY
FR
LE

TUNA

Breast of Chicken
6c
/
1
2
a-n°L 39'

Gold
Medal

FLOUR

3,

MEN g

PIE SHELLS Pet

g

A

BEEF STEW

Ritz 3P$1 00
of 2

CAKE

D
"
214 oz.M:nre

2

Yellow Solids

1.99

2.16

i.99

2.32

01.

WS
,44

LOIN

,-

5 tor $1°

...----

it

Bottles

(With Coupon)

CORN

7
0- 0 *
1!!i .

iii.3„.

Elm Hill

lb. 39(

Heinz
oz. can

10
;

TOMATO RJICE Pude di l".

FRENCH FRIES

46-oz.
cans

3

Garden Delight

9; FR3UIT 1PI00ES,_

2-1b. $
bags

e

00
a

1

00

Apple

$

,12:131

1

FRUIT PIE

v Cherry

Peach

Custard

29 —BR/SERVE ROLLS
25;
43C MARSHMALLOWS ciA.rb.pbaF1gRE29;
49;
39; SALAD DRESSING
LIBERTY

Twin Pack

c

5
3
$1

doz

FIRST PRIZE
Qt

5POTATOES 2O79

IIII

Rolls

4:p

MIX

d.

S

200

,0_.?_41
44'
'
1

(A

3

— 74447.geWiii4V(aiklisWari,
* LIBERTY COUPON *
ig„,/!,.
.. 1

1

Gt. 70
L Size Bot. i at
With This Coupon
No Other Purchase
Necessary
(Without Coupon - 2/11.22)

6..p.,p.ptir )1"q‘ ,t ,u , • IV Mifflaketi•-..

' sr",„?:ryik:i7 P(;, 'Try.

[
,

,

* LIBERTY COUPON *

Bo x

00

BOLD
;,\?-.IA
.._.

No Other Purchase Necsssary
A.'' ''',, ( , , '
4 u.I A [-?

'
.'-1. '.

10-oz

69

'
. •.

rot

re

------4 *-(•
44
rl r?' ;
'''-oa '6'' •,, -(`'
A
* LIBERTY COUPON *

Folger's

99' :.r 4 COFFEE

With This Coupon
No Other Purchase
_ii
Necessary (Without Coupon Thq ,
er
VOID AFTER DEC 14th
4
i-.;
) --

:
7-;•,'
"

Gt Size

(With Coupon)

—'
7
'ir
r:
'Wk77
. WSK6 ('') .(i'VV('
'% --v--N
•
* LIBERTY COUPON *
-: $
.,i
Maxwell House Instant

,
.?
69
COFFEE
.--, ,

.4tioNtt.

• .„,„..„
BOLD .. , ..,..,..,

SCOTTIES

Pkgs.

1:p

•

1.

3 oz. Pkg

for

-1b.g

__.
.,:
. 4C4
'
rlit-Z7
.111c,ncitni.

Mil ars

VOID AFTER DFC 14th

$139

lb

boxes1

CM
1-

Lb 39
'

FRESH OYSTERS 12-oz. jar

L

303 cans

RIG 3Ligs 1 00 = .—

6.

Bv

MORTON

Wyler's

lc 00

JOY

59`

rat

for

pound box

LIBERTY

TOWELS .‘„riii

:-

Sliced

12-oz. p.49C SMOKED JOWLS Sliced
lb. %Po

PORK BRAINS FRESH

Jar
(With Coupon)

'
r
Lemonade

ROO

lb. 39
' BOLOGNA

59

lb.

lb. 39C PORK STEAK

SAUSAGE Country Style

..*...z -10-0Z.

.....11
1 sr

/
1
2 Gal

Scott

braking aita
Ii flhlliLI civpil,

Sliced

Cuts

It

RED or White

TEE

•iic hones
most caws

LIVER

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

LIBERTY

NOES

144

m
S LiIxCeEdD

lb.

y

CRACKERS
ICE MILK
POTATO CHIPS

ISO n 0 bie prr

iI-

45 RY RS
24
TOMATO SOUP 6,7
COFFEE CLOROX
3

4 to 8 lb. avg.

48-oz. jar
99;
CHEFWAY OIL
5 ca30n3s $ 1 00
TOMATOES Pride cd it
MACARONI DINNER 7Kv4raf_ozfs. 5/$ 1 00
SWEET PICKLES Party Pack Qt 49c

733 eo,h

JP KITS

1-Lb. Can

CUT-UP
Family Pak

SMOKED

PO,

77

•colThe
aa

JOHNSONS

LARA LYNN

2.14

h]lueri

1 2 Gal.

`filantist•-,

'
"
''. —1"1

PORK

"i
s c&

CO

1/4

FRANKS

59
' OLEO

LIQUID J0

1.99

. - ----

MIX

5

PICNICS

as

59

whMite
artohah:thitehox 29,

L4M-VMalt

;do

'

3 lbs. 89
(

Parkay

OLEO

PiFrs

.•

Folger s

Cans

r53-9999

MSG

49;
59;
49;

,

Murray Kentucky

(With coupon)

CP

VICE

'heels

lb.

SACRAMENTO

; at
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)

Hb.
can

..4q

With this coupon and 15.00 or more add. y
-'7s •-•
.-;.,
1 s-11- purchase, tobacco and dairy products
excluded
VOID AFTER DEC 14th
45,
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Christmas spirit finds flood-stricken town
1.411101 tot- Oct 11, to an eightpressed against frosted glass column front
DOWNIEVILLE, Calif. —
page banner
Christmas is the time for tell- panes, peering longingly at headline DOWNIEVILLE
goodies
display
on
ing and retelling the traditional
Downieville was isolated, all
stories of man's humanity totelephone and power lines were
Blue-gray smoke rose silentward his fellow man. This is the ly skyward from the chimneys
down. The town was in darkstory of how 34 years ago the of neatly painted houses which
ness and had been divided into
Christmas spirit came to the lined the hillsides and huddled
three islands by the rampaging
bny gold rush mining town of together on the flats. Inside,
Yuba. The town of 450 faced a
• Downieville nestled high in the family members smiled at one
bleak future.
rugged northern Sierra Nevada another as they gaily hung
Christmas was two weeks
of California.
away and Grass Valley was
shimmering strips of tinsel on
; On Dec. 21, 1937, loving kind- trees freshly cut from the surpreparing for the traditional
ness was showered on the flood- rounding evergreen hills.
Donation Day parade in which
stricken people of Downieville
school children march to a cenThen it happened. Slowly at
with a force more powerful first, then increasing with a STRICKEN AS BRIDGE
than the deluge that two weeks speed that seemed to shout im- CLOGS YUBA. Additional
before laid waste to the town. pending destruction, the skies
headlines gave the news that:
Downieville, the county seat blackened and rain began to
Jne Missing and Scores Homeof Sierra County, is located at fall.
less, 15 Buildings Collapse,
the confluence of tributary
In San Francisco, some 200 Four Bridges lost
streams which most of the year miles to the west, the weather
flow gently into the North Yuba bureau said a storm front was
River The place was first moving in. It arrived from the
called The Forks by the gold- Pacific right on schedule bufhungry Argonauts who pitched feting Northern California with
their tents on the stream hanks vicious winds and torrential
- and river bars. The cliggin's rain. It scored direct hits on the
• proved rich, often rewarding counties of Plumas, Placer,
= the miner with a "tin-cup full of Nevada and Sierra. It seemed
gold a day." Civilization came to single out the latter and
• to The Forks and with it a new struck with a vengence. For
Three traffic collisions were
name to honor the town's fore- two days and nights, heavy ram investigated by the Murray
most citizen, Major William whipped by increasing wind Police Department
on Monday.'
- Downie.
washed whole trees and giant No injuries were listed on the
,• The miners soon exhausted boulders into swirling mudreports filed by the officers.
the placer gold from the banks clogged streams.
Seventh and Math Streets was
and bars and began an assault
The debris tumbled wildly in the scene of the collision at
11:24
on the hillsides where they bur- the current until it was stopped
rowed into the granite search- abruptly by the concrete bridge a.m. between a 1970 Dodge four
door owned by Van Prince of
ing for quartz veins and addi- that carried State Highway
49
tional wealth. The town across the North Yuba River Mayfield Route One and driven
prospered, and, as the 20th through the center of Downie- by Joe Harrol Prince of Farmington, and a 1970 Ford two
Century rolled around, became vile. A gigantic darn
was
door driven by Sue Collins
a trading center for the isolated formed as the river rose at
an
Weatherford of Murray Route
nunes which dotted the up- alarming rate. Muddy
water
, country.
spilled in great torrents at Four.
'J1 In earl) December. 1937, the either side of the dam
Police said Prince, going north
inundat;-; good people- of Downieville be- ing low-lying homes
and stores. on 7th, stopped for the stop sign at
gan to prepare for the holidays.
Residents of Grass Valley, 45 Main Street, started across the
Decorations crowded store miles south of the
town, opened street, but failed to see the
, windows Scores of small faces their Grass
Valley Morning Weatherford car going west on
Main Street.
Damage to the Dodge was on
the right front and to the Ford on
the front.
Cars involted in a collision at
4:31 p.m. at the intersection of
12th and Main Streets were a 1969
Plymouth two door hardtop
owned by Jackie Fain and driven
by Linda Dunn Fain of 1606 Miller
Avenue, Murray, and a 1970
Volkswagen two door owned by
Edwin W. Mills and driven by
Ruth Ann Mills of Route Two,
Guston.
The Mills car, going west on
Main Street, made a left turn onto
South 12th Street, and collided
with the Fain car going east on
Main Street, according to the
police report.
The Fain car was damaged on
the right front fender and
bumper, and the Mills car on the
right rear quarter panel.
The other collision occurred at
3:15 p.rn,:. on Maple Street near
the Benton Auto Supply Company
between a 1970 Ford four door
sedan driven by Mary G. Lassiter
of 204 Poplar Street, Murray, and
a 1972 Datsun station wagon
owned by Kathryn Buckaway
Sexton
of
1705
Johnson
Boulevard, Murray.
Police said miss Lassiter , was
traveling into the north side of
Maple Street to park in a no
parking zone. The right front
door handle of the Lassiter car hit
the left front door of the Sexton
X
car as she was pulling in to park,
according to the police report.
Broken Sizes 4,1
with k
Damage to the Ford was on the
right door and to the Datsun on
In 4'
the left front door.

e

Collisions Are
Investigated
By The Police

tral location bearing gifts of
food to be distributed to the
town's needy families. Children
helping children. But what of
the children of Downieville who
watched their dreams of
Christmas and Santa Claus
washed away by the irresistible
flood, what will Christmas hoki
for them'
The flood waters of the Yubs
began to recede, but the hearts
of the people in the neighboring
towns of Grass Valley, Nevada
City, Marysville and Auburn
filled to overflowing with goodwill toward the little children of
Duwnieville.
In Auburn, members of the
Gold Rush founded fraternity
of E llampus Vitus — whose
red shirts and black trousers
had long been symbols synonymous with fun and horse play —
went into action. There was no
horseplay when children faced
the prospect of no Christmas.
Cash, food, toys, fruit, candy
and nuts were collected by the
brethern of the order to assure
Santa's arrival in Downieville.
In Marysville, in adjoining
Yuba County,service clubs and
civic groups combined forces in
a similar effort. In Nevada City
and Grass Valley the "Downievile Children's Christmas Tree
Fund" was subscribed to generously by the residents of
those twin gold-mining towns.
December 21 rather than
Christmas Eve was chosen for
Santa's arrival in Downieville.
Preparations were under
way for an automobile caravan
to carry the gifts. It would start
in Marysville and Auburn then
to Grass Valley and Nevada
City where — rain, snow or
shine — it would travel the last
45 miles over "The Road of a .
Thousand Turns" into Downieville. California Highway

musicians and other entertainers volunteered their
talents.
All was ready. At 3 p.m. on
l'au-ol units would convoy the
Dec. 21, 1937, the expedition begroup.
gan its trek to bring Christmas
Each town oversubscribed its to the flood-stricken children of
individual relief program. Downieville. Past Smartville,
Brightly wrapped packages through Penn Valley
and on to
were loaded into cars along Rough and Ready the Maryswith food baskets and strings of ville contingent traveled. At
ornaments for decoration of a every crossroad more
automocommunity tree. Singers, biles _joined the
procession. At

Grass Valley the Auburn group
joined up. More cars fell into
the lengthening line as crowds
cheered them on their way. By
the tune they reached Nevada
City, 200 automobiles containing 600 people had joined the
cavalacade.
With horns blowing and
musicians playing the cars triumphantly entered Downievile
Men wept openly at the sight

Watch for Our Grand Opening Soon

4-110

mettt &A,

We Have A Wide Selection of Decorations
You can arrange your own or we'll have our designer arrange
them for you. Bring in your own vase or heir looms.
*
*
*
*
*
*

Dried Flowers & Fillers
Artificial Flowers
Artificial Trees
Artificial Plants
Vases
Planters

* Candles
* Candle Holders
* Candelabras
* Door Wreaths
* Center Pieces
* Candle Centerpieces

PRE-CHRISTMAS

SALE
(/-7-

EACL`t

15r,.1)
Gef,

( SHOES
I i/3 to Y2 OFF
%arrow*

SHOES
MATCHING
BAGS

BOOTS
1/2

11tf)
cl

4

J

-

1/3

to /
1
2 OFF
.
14.‘Dr‘''%
11111011
'
"'
°P

SHOE TREE
Southside Shopping Manor

of smiling children waving and
singing amid the rubble. Santa,
his flowing white beard wet
with tears, emerged from the
lead car as the caravan came
to a halt in front of the venerable St. Charles Hotel.
Stranger embraced stranger
Little children were snatched
up by eager arms and hugged
and kissed.
Christmas had come to
Downieville.

SCIIIKIDTKE BEATS ROUSE
FRANKFURT, Germany
UPI)—Roger Rouse of Anaconda, Mo., a former top light
heavyweight contender, lost a
10-round decision Friday to
West German lightheavy champion Ruediger Schmidtke.
Rouse weighed 172 to 178 for
Schmidtke.

And all the other goodies! When you talk to us about
borrowing money for Things Worthwhile, chances
are
you'll get the buck. As many as you need for home
repairs and improvements, boats 'n buses, new cars and
campers, education, summer vacations, old bills and
new arrivals! The early bird gets the buck, the courtesy,
and the low interest rates when he borrows money from
us—where we've gal the bucks and we don't mind passing them around!

BANK OF MURRAY
MEMBER FDIC
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Price

Swift Premium ProTen

on
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C

Truu Tues., Dec. I4th

Swift's Premium ProTen

SIRLOIN STEAK

T-BONE STEAK

$1 19

129

lb

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

FrITiTsi
ns

/
1 4 PORK
LOIN 59;
Sliced Into
Chops

BEEF

FRYERS
IL 25
;

French Fries
Fish Sticks
Nabisco

Red & White

25 lbs

$249

COFFEE

PRUNE
JUICE

79' Qt 49'

4

WASHING POWDERS

59'
LIMIT 3

011011aPIMMINJW1101Wirg1e_3110
0rdEli@Jito.10110110
1
3-lb. 1-oz. Giant Size

-a

This Coupon
without
Johnson's
coupon
at

Good Only
Offer Expires 12/14/71
Limit: 1 Coupon Per Purchase

29'
DRedISE:Ni:te

89,

No Deposit
No Return

PICKLES

5'

16

cot
Totls
33'
55'
oz39

Campbell's
Chunky

300 can

28 Ounce

upon

75'

200ct

Light Crust

SIRL
OIN
PORK & BEANS HOMINY
BURGER
5' SOUP
17'
SKIL
LET
COCA
-COL
A
OXYDOL 74
With
DINNERS
4/$10°
0/ 87'
300 CAn

12-oz.

FACIAL
TISSUE

83' 9'

Bush White

Van Camp

"
Bag

Lady Scott

BABY
FOOD

49(

10 lbs

26 oz

PANCAKE MIX TATER FLAKES
2 lbs.

lb

Rain Barrel

AJAX

SNOWDRIFT

_

49'
39'
19'
FABRIC
SOFTENER

GERBER STRAINED

Aunt Jemima Complete

Johnson

BACON
b.59

25' 19'

12

LADY BETTY

MIRA
Kra CLE
WHIP

FIELD'S CHESTNUT

REGULAR

ALUMINUM
FOIL

Folger's

lib.

b.

14 Lb.

DOG
FOOD

2/69'

49„

* PRODUCE

RED & WHITE

TOASTETTES

SHORT RIBS of
BEEF

BAN
ANA
S
33; RED POTATOES N'RED
JONATHAN APPLES
&oL 45; SLAW

Frosty Seas

ON

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

lb

* FROZEN FOODS *
Frosty Acres

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

Jumbo

Hunts

IW

JOHNSON'S COUPON
2 Giant Size 22 fl. OL

JOY 79
with coupon

1 bottle without. Coupon 584
Good Only at Johnson's
Offer Expires 12/14/71
if Limit: 1 coupon per purchase

Republicans may lose
The well- campaign is quietly anticipatWASHINGTON
will
organized team assembling ing that his popularity
gains
President Nixon's reelection I yield some 1972 Senate

for the Republicans.
At this stage, however, there
are few positive signs to indi-

Evening *
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday
CH 4
CH. 3
WSM
WSIL
630 Dragnet
5:30 News
7:00 Adam 12
4:00 CectuS
7:30 Movie
6:23 Weather
900 Night Gal
6:30 Spfs. Chal
1000 News
7:00 Bewitched
Father 10:30 Tonight
7:30 Ed.
Fam.
8:00 Smith
0:30 Shirley
ty
Man-Ci
9:00

CH 5
WLAC
5:25 News
400 News
Sing
I1:30 Mann
7:00 Burnett
Celli
u.
111:00 Me
900 Mannix
1000 News
10:30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
4:30 Nash.
7:00 Adam 12
7:30 MYM. Movie
9:00 Gallery
10:00 News
10 30 Tonight

CH 8
WSIX
5:30 News
6:00 Andy Grit.
6:30 Make-Deal
7:00 Bewitched
Father
7:30 Ed's
Fem.
II:00 Smith
Wig.
11:30 Shirley
9:00 Man-City
1000 Takes Thief
11:00 New
11:30 Cavett

CH 29
CM 12
WDXR
KFVS
5:57
News
5 30 News
4:00 Movie
6.30 Rollin
k7:27 News
7.00 Burnett
1730 Theater 29
8 00 C. Burnett
9:35 Weather
center
Med.
8.00
9:40 News
9:00 Mannix
9:53 Harvey
10:00 News
10:00 Creat. Feat.
Griffin
10:30 Mery
10'30 Movie
12:00 News
12 00 Sports

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *

4:30 McCoys
5 4 5 Skin Sem.
Devotional
7:00 Bozo
7 00 Today
6 15 Break. Show 945
Mor.Show 5:45 Journal
10.00 Movie
6:00
9.00 Dinah
11:30 Romper
7 00 News
6:00 News
0:30 LaLanne
Sewing
11:50
7:00
Today
Lucy
00
:
0
Concent.
Hour
AM 9:30
9:00 The
6:30 N'Ville
11100 Kangartio
11:00 Gourmet
9:00 Dinah
10:30 That Girl
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen. 9:30 Hillbillies
7 55 IOW
9,00 Lucy
3 Match
12:30
Concen.
9:30
1100 Bewitched
10:30 Squares
800 Kangaroo
Woo Moe Game 930 Hillbillies
1:00 Movie
10:00 Sale•Cen.
11:30 Password
11:00 Jeopardy 10:30 That Girl
10:00 Fern. Affair 1:57 News
9:00
Tell-Truth
1030 Squares
1100 Bewitched
11:30 W•W•W
1200 My Child.
10:30 Love-Life
9:30 T or C
11:00 Jeopardy
Movie Dame
11:30 Barbara
.12:30 Make-Deal
11.00 Where Heart 3:°°
10 00 Fam. Affair -11:35 News
3:30 McHale
WWW
11:30
Sewing
Newlyweds
11:45
News
1:00
11:25 News
10:31 Love of Life 12:00
4:00 Box
1200 Noon
Duvali
C
11:55
Pastor
1:30 Dating
12:15
Search
11:30
11 00 Heart Is
4:00 Bozo
1 :00 Our Lives
12:00 My Children 12:00 Farm
12:30 Romp.
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
Pic
11 30 Search
5:00 Gary
130 Doctors
12:55 Calendar 12:30 Make-Deal
2:30 One Life
News
05
12:
Con.
00
12
Singing
5.30 Bill Dance
2:00 An. World
1:00 Newlyweds
3:00 Love Am.
1 00 Lives
11 20 Weather
12 25 News
Promise
Dating
2:30
1:30
3:30 Matinee
Turns 5:57 News
1 10 Doctors
World
30
12.
Hosp
1230 World Turns 2:00 World
2:00 Gen
Lewis 3:00 Somerset
5:00 14.X.
1 00 Lowe
vise
ow
100 Love Is
Ne
: 27 M
"
330 Virginian
2:30 One Life
Promise
Light 7:
5:10 News
1 10 Guiding Many6
Light 2:30 Somerset
Guiding
1:30
Password
7:30 Theater 29
Mayberry
3:00
500
6:00 News
3:00
2 : 00 sec Storm
Storm
Weather
Am
Secret
2:00
Love
9:35
News
6:00
3:30
Safari
Popeye
6:30
3:30
2 30 Edge-Night
.
•
2:30 Secret Storm
9: 40 News
4:00 Jeannie
7:00 Smith& Jones 6:30 Primus
Lassie
., Night 4:00 Gilligan
10:00 Creat. Feat.
Acres 3:00
7:00 Perry Como 2,30 Edge 0
Dan Boone 4:10 Green
0:00 Longstreet
4:30
Virginian
4:00
Pyle
News
5:00
3:00 Gomer
10:30 Movie
8 00 lronside
9:00 Marshall
6:00 News
5.30 News
6:00 Griffith
12:00 sports
9:00 Dean Martini 3 30 Gilligan
10:00 News
6:30 Accent
6:00 News
Golddiggers
Movie
4:00
30
Movie
10:00
10:30 Cavert
7:00 Perry Corn '
Primus
30
6:
6:30 Tell Truth
10.30 Tonight
sgecial7:00 Alias 511,J
K i ll
7 00 Plot
Kill 0:00 Hope
7:00 Plot
1:00 Dean mar-tine:00 Longstreet
Hitter
Hitler
:00 Marshall
News
10:00
Movie
8:00
1100 Movie
'10:00 Takes-Thief
10:30 Tonight 1
10 00
10:00 News
1:00 News :
10:00 News
10:30 Perry Mason
1130 Cavett
Mery Gritfin ,
_10:10
11:30 Movie
i

iF
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anZE 601*
/44-(5KATIN6 WINER,
GET 1/P!
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Senate unless Mr. Nixon uses
his time and control of party
resources to help some allies in
trouble.
Thirty-three U.S. senators —
19 Republicans and 14 Democrats — will be up for reelection
next year. Democrats now control, 55 to 45, and are a favorite
$5()f now to retain virtually all
of the seats they hold.
A survey of individual offices
also indicates that, based on
current popularity and plans of
the incumbents, Democrats
could gain as many as six seats
next year.
In 1970, Democrats won 22
and Republicans 11 of the seats
in contention. One independent
and one conservative won election at the same time. Despite
some criticism that the White
House lost in the first off-year
election, Mrs. Nixon described
the current makeup of the
Senate as a "working majority" for his party.
The critical problem for Mr.
Nixon next year, however, is
that the ''working majority" —
the number of conservative Republicans and Democrats expected to pool their forces on
major issues — could be cut
sharply after November of next
year.
A secondary problem for Mr.
Nixon is that all of the so-called
"glamor races" for Senate in
1972 will occur in states needed
to secure his reelection.
In only two states, rzormally
Democratic Virginia and
Georgia, do Republicans now
stand a better than even chance
of upsetting the Democrats.
Races expected to draw the
most attention are those waged
by Howard Baker in Tennessee, Robert Griffin in Michigan, Mark Hatfield in Oregon,
Charles Percy in Illinois and
John Tower in Texas. All are
Republicans and with the exception of Percy and Hatfield,
consistent supporters of Mr.
Nixon.

cans now have a chance to
mount a direct challenge. Incumbent Fred Harris announced his intention to quit the
Senate some months ago, and
subsequently announced for the
presidential nomination. He
has now backed out of that
race, too, leaving the nomination field open. Oklahoma,
however, has heavily rooted
Democratic voting patterns.
The over-all Senate master
plan from the White Howe is
not yet in final form. But most
sources concur that the focus of
presidential help will go to
Baker, Griffin and Tower All

of their states are prizes sought
by Mr. Nixon's electoral vote
counters.

LOVE AND CULTURE
Republicans could pull a surLONDON (UPI)—Lord Beauprise in Virginia where there is
mont, who recently saw teennow announced GOP opposition
agers kissing in a London
to Sen. William Spong. Similarmuseum, told the House of
ly, Georgia GOP Rep. Fletcher
Thompson hopes to unseat Sen.
Lords Monday he approves of
David Gambrel], appointed by
such buildings being used for
Gov. Jimmy Carter last year to
petting purposes. "They ( the
succeed the late Richard Rusyoung persons) were perfectly
sell.
well-behaved and obviously had
Mr. Nixon's problems would
nowhere more agreeable to
be eased considerably by the
meet. I believe it was instilling
victories of several aging but
in them an interest in the
ns
politically safe Republica
museum which would grow as
who have yet to announce their
they grew older,'' he said.
intentions for next year. They
include Sens. Gordon Allott of
Colorado, J. Caleb Boggs of
Delaware, Clifford Case of New
1 Plumlike fruit
Jersey, Carl Curtis of Nebras5 Chinese mile
OM
METhM3
6 Bitter vetch
ka, Jack Miller of Iowa and
DOO SOO
child
Kansas.
Small
of
7
Pearson
James
MOO 000 UMOO
8 Superciiious
Another troublesome seat for
000 MOO POMO
person
by
00 BOO DOM OM
Mr. Nixon is the one held
9 Kind of tree
0000M BOO 000
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--Tr/4w
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Senate session in that time. If
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hearing
22 Contest
he decides not to file for reelec21 Spheroids
23 Verve
46 Rodents
35 FM Islands
tion, the race could be wide
48 Swift
22 Precious
(abbr.)
25 Intertwined
open.
50 Obtain
stone
36 Vaguer
Suited
26
51 Period of
24 Wealth
Liberal Republican Edward
40 Musical
29 Tolerate
time
27 Hebrew letter
drams
Brooke of Massachusetts and
Greek letter
53 Ocean
28 Word of
42 Recent
Attempt
54
conservative loyalist Strom
32 Algonquian
sorrow
57 Take notice
44 Javanese tree
Indian
Thurmond of South Carolina
30 A state
(abbr.)
45 Fuel
33 Employer
32 Symbol to,
are heavy favorites to win.
8 a 9 10 11
7
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4 Or 5 6
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Republicans so far have been
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trying to insure there wW be no
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White House sources say
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there is sympathy but less
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44 Higher
Percy and Hatfield. Percy Is
32
29 Mg30
47 Clever
expected to have a close run
Mt
11
49 Nobility
but is favored.
33
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36II
If Hatfield drops out — as he
58 Swiss rive(
mg
56 Gull-like bird
has given some indication of
I
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58 Prophet
42 Itg43
doing — the seat is expected to
as
Music
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a
go to another maverick Repub•40
written
44 45
all
%47
ea
lican — Gov. Tom McColl.
60 Pierce
A problem for the Republilii Server
cans in gaining Democrat seats
37 :2111
35
Is that moat of the opposition
party incumbents represent
1 Ethiopian title
southern states. In only one
2 Night bird
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3 Forest officer
state, Oklahoma,
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ME REFUSES To iDENTIFY
Hod5ELF! riE 15 A SOY!
--SOLDIERS --

AVG TAKING
504IE N./KM/VG
BRAS5 ON A
TOUR OF THE
CAMP F iuTiE4

Big city schools have little
school spirit. Little sense
of belonging. Little pride.
School is a job at a verN
early age.
Out schools are important
We take a special interest
in our children, their friends
and their teachers.
We keep track of our
graduates. We like to share
in their successes and like
to have them feel they
always have a home
communit),. Our cornm un t
is proud of them. Because
they belong to us
Good school spirit is an
important part of good
community spirit. It makes
everything More worthwhile

COMMUNICATE CONFIDENCE. SHOP AT HOME
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Prayer
issue
lives on
By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service
Congress recently saw fit to
turn down an appeal fix prayer
in our public schools.
I can well appreciate every
parent's option, as it relates to
their children being involved in
prayer while at school. I will
personally tip my hat to the
nearsighted
congressman
whose rationale it was that
prayer,in school, would be contrary to our American Constitution.
I am always amazed when in
1971 Congress becomes so
adamantly
Constitution
minded. All you and I need do is
look back on their records and
we can see that very few are
very earnest and sincere followers of our Constitution.
I am reminded that many
years ago a lady brought suit.
.,As a result of her efforts, our
children were not allowed the
right to thank God for their
existence on that particular
day
I am reminded that whenever a public state or federal
gathering begins, as Amerwe pay homage to the
flag, oftentimes singing the
"Star Spangled Banner," and a
great many times, an invocation
p is given. If there be those
-among you who are of the
inion that prayer is wrong, or
unconstitutional, or that it
-would deprive us of our Amercan way of life, then you have
problems.
Let's disucss the benefits and
some of the uses of prayer. I
will not cite any denomination,
faith or religion. I will remind
you that some form of prayer
has been in existence since the
beginning of man.
I appreciate the agnostic's
point of view. I don't buy it, but
it's hik thing. I can understand
the atiltist's philosophy, by the
same token. He's also entitled
to his view.
But I would tmag,
gave me an agnostic, an
atheist, a hammer, a dozen
nails and some thorns to put
around their heath, that very
quickly they would believe in
God.
There are many uses for
prayer. When a marriage is
performed, prayer is used.
When oir children are born,
they too, enter the world with
prayer. When we become
gravely ill, near death, prayer
is administered by those people
who pray for us. At funerals,
prayer is offered so that our
souls may rest in peace, and
those left behind may continue
to live a normal life. For the
mentally and physically handicapped, for the blind, deaf and
lame, how many prayers go out
to help them endure a condition, not brought upon by themselves?
How many of us, or our loved
ones, have been involved in
accidents' How many prayers
have we said in such situations?
When an individual walks his
final step from death row to the
gallows, there is prayer.
In this day of troubled times
and massive corrosion of the
spirit, our young people's
minds contain a huge amount
of frustration. Must we now
take the opportunity of prayer
from our young?
Think of me as a young man
without a goal to save the
world. But think of each of us as
praying for the world.

Cancer may be wafted
by aerosol sprays
The wide use of aerosol deodorants and hair sprays is a
major factor in the increasing
incidence of lung cancer over
the last few years, says a Colorado surgeon Dr William 0.
Good.
The doctor suspects aerosols
also cause noncancerous lung
infections. He believes the
Freon propellant or some other
ingredient in the products damages or destroys hair-like cilia
protecting lungs.

GUARDING THE GOBBLERS
LEICESTER, England UPI)
—Police throughout the county
of Leicestershire said today
they are carrying out special
pre-Christrrias "turkey patrols"
to protect the region's turkeys
from thieves and poachers

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

(with coupon)

"With 7 Real Fruit Juices
46-oz can

2.9-1UULtijuuLctiLijuma

PRIDE OF ILL

with 15.00 purchase or more,
excluding tobacco and dairy products.
Limit: 1, per customer
1-lb. Tin

TOMATO
JUICE

6

Apple-Grape
Apple-Plum
Apple-Strawberry
Apple-Blackberry

DOWNY

FABRIC
SOFTENER

jz

'11.11WIALIMILEWI-11-111-2--kiLltiLa into Q,,5_5888fittfutjaelito

Largest King
Size 64-oz.

BUSH'S BEST

BAKED BEANS

$1
"

PRODUCE

RENUZIT

FOR GROWING
Fancy Red Emperor

FAMILIES

GRAPES
Fresh Red
RADISHES'
."
Washed Red
POTATOES
Fancy Yellow Ripe
BANANAS
Fresh Texas
ORANGES

Frosty Acres

PUREX

,BLEACH FRUIT PIES
A

Peach, Apple,
20-oz.
Cherry

29t

19'
LESTOIL

Cleaner
Fresh Cut Chicken Parts

Breast

Thighs
Legs

Gal

$129

SAVE

' WHEN YOU
25
jar of

BUY A

6-01.

INSTANT FOLGER'S

COFFEE CRYSTALS
spicut Phd
*ITN 1111S COUPON

In the Piece
Parker's

i'd1-1416 12 15 71

Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Wilmer

12-15-71

G000 ONLY AT
GOOD THAL)
one coupon per family Cast'vaiue I 20 of one cent Govt regulations apply

-.0
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Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through !N,'

Northside
Shopping
Center

I Lics CI a N'

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

753-

"TRUE VALUE"
SINGLE UNIT PRICING

iGli
Reelfoot SMOKED

GA.

Fresh, Lean

39; Boston Butt
49' PORK ROAST
ib431
Bologna
691
Family-Pak
53;
FRYERS 25'
Turkey
Bacon
Picnics

PICNICS

10-12 lb.

"glb

MATCHLESS

lb

SMOKED

Whole

39

Sliced

ALL MEAT

Sliced

FeoLlik STEAK
PORK
MAYON- Kr'
BRE
AD
NAISE59t
25
lb

lb.

LI

1.G.A.

Qt

AUI

Jar

DEL MONTE FRUIT COCKTAIL
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY SAUCE
I.G.A. APPLE SAUCE

No. 303 can

No. 300 can
No. 303 can

29'
29'
19'

Sweetheart Liquid

Detergent I

FLOUR

I.G.A.

Tomatoes
LIQUID DETERGENT Palmolive
AJAX DETERGENT
JUST-RITE CHILI with BEANS
Unsweetened

GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE

ORANGES
COCONUTS

5-lb Bag

/
1
2 gal.
1-lb. can

Maxwell House

22;

Del Monte

46-oz. Can

3;
59'
25'

Fries

5-lb. Bag

43'1
79$1

6-oz. Jar

46-oz. Can
Qt 63'
lit I G • A• PANCAKE MIX
Reg.
TOMATO JUICE JJ I.G.A. WAFFLE SYRUP
Size 25
French
I.G.A. PAPER TOWELS
25'

•

TEXAS

r

I.G.A. ICE MILK
I.G.A. COFFEE
GERBER BABY FOOD STRAINED

1

GRN. BEANS

I69

25 lb. Bag $

22-oz.

No. 303 can

Green River

Hi-Rise

Texsun

ELECTROLt
xices, Box 212
!Sanders, phi
'Arlington, Ker

79;

Churngold

2-lb. box

39'
Qt 47'
Big Roll 29€

lib. Cup

ma
Stere
mat
ment
So'

six n
Soi
Sho

Central

OPEN I

SOFT •
vvE SSON

OIL

Wed.,
Thurs
• 30
10.3

24-oz. Bottle

Fresh

Iceberg

69' MARGARINE 3j
FRESH CRISP

RADISHES

LETTUCE
045; BANANAS

CelleBag
Each

10'

:ATTRACTIN,
:for married
: house with
who is
himself 'ho

Are Yol
As5U.0n0197
nOpen,ns
Bhe
i k

RIPE, YELLOW

Large Head
each

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!

ASTI
CIASSE!
EiPonnii

DR. BE

•
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7:11 16 Sell It With A Classified Ad
NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR SALE

-

PARADE SADDLE; small
Wilson pony parade saddle,
bridle and blanket. Almost new.
$25.00. Phone 753-9807.
D13C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REGISPERED COLLIE pups, 14 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 3 miles
weeks old. $30.00 each. Phone from Hazel. Newly redecorated,
James Robertson,489-2101, Route $50.00 per month. Call 492D8NC
1, Kirksey.
D9P 8310.

Anniversary
Celebration!

* Register for 4 Grand Prizes

*Free Pirate Hats for All Children
*Pirates Under 6, Free Catfish . . .
Pirates 6-12 50' Token Charge

Please Come and Help Us Celebrate
Two Years of Serving Seafood Lovers

Taptaltrs 1Kitrilrit

Auction Sale

Aluminum
Plates

LIONS
CLUB

RADIO
AUCTION

I Auctioneers: Shorty McBride
James E. Travis

on

43'
79''
9`,

VVNBS

Wed., Dec. 8
Thurs., Dec. 9
pm
10.30 p.m.

99'

25' each

Ledger & Timec,

Folks

39'
47'
Roll 29*

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
December 11, 1:00 p.m. rain or
shine at the Howard Kline home
in New Concord. Due to bad
health Mr. and Mrs. Howard
THE IDEAL Christmas present,
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic
TAPE player, speakers, NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wai. Kline have sold their grocery
CAR
miniature brown AKC registered
paths too, removed with Blue
tapes, tape box. Best offer. Also to wal: carpet with central heat store and will sell household
Poodles. One male, one female.
Lustre carpet shampoo. Rent
Tachometer, best offer. Phone and air. $110.00 per month.Phone goods, hand tools, antiques, boat
Will be available for Christmas.
D1OP 753-7850.
new electric shampooe $1.
474-2343 after 6:30 p.m.
TFC and motor.
Phone 753-9263.
D20C
Selling electric cook stove,
Western Auo, Home of "The
PIANO IN storage. Beautiful TWO BEDROOM duplex with electric roaster, breakfast set,
Wishing Well."
D8C
AMERICAN HOME Dale mobile spinet-console stored locally. stove, refrigerator, air con- dining room suite, vacuum
home, 12'x60', three bedrooms, Reported like new. Responsible ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.00 cleaner,
air
conditioner,
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
142 baths, wanted someone to party can take at big saving on per month, with $50.00 deposit. automatic washer and dryer,
in Kentucky. No increase in
take over payments. Phone 753.- low payment balance. Write Phone 753-5792.
D1OC desk, two bedroom suites,
prices. Country Boy Stores,
9646.
D9C
Inc.,
Joplin,
Joplin
Piano
oscilating fan; antiques are
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
D1OP THREE BEDROOM unfurnished dinner bell, kettles, etc.
Missouri 64801.
Hopkinsville, Junction 117 and
GOOD USED washer and dryer.
house, close to University. Phone - 14' Crestliner aluminum boat,
Kentucky 164. Open Sundays until
Excellent condition. Dunn's T.V. AKC REGISTERED German 753-5541.
D1OC 20 H.P. Johnson motor and tanks,
4:00p.m.
D11C &
Appliance, 118 South 12th Shepherd puppies, two males,
Silver Trot trolling motor, like
Street. Plenty pf free parking in one female. $60.00 males, $50.00 WILL HAVE one to three trailers new Dilley boat trailer, all kinds
1969 TRIUMPH TlOOR
rear.
D9C females 1611 Miller Avenue, for rent January 1st. Apply only of hand tools, 24' aluminum
motorcycle. Good condition,
Murray, Kentucky, phone 753- in person to Brandon Dill at Dill's ladder, wheel barrow, sledge
modified. 9450.00. Phone 753CHRISTMAS PUPPIES1 Choose 9978.
D9C Trailer Court after 4:00 p.m.•any hammer and wedges. 7" heavy
7770.
D14C yours now, will hold. Registered
afternoon. No phone calls please. duty Miller Falls skill saw. 6-12-18
St. Bernard.. Great with
wi
Located at Murray Drive In boat battery charger, like new
The Lynnville Shoe Store has
children. Reasonable, -terms. TWO FEMALE English Setter Theater entrance.
DI1C Remington chain saw, like new
done it again. They are overMelody-Ayre
Kennels, pups, three months old. $20.00
Lots and lots more. Come be with
stocked with ladies boots. They
Buchanan, Tennessee, phone 901- each. Phone 753-7585.
1TP FURNISHED OR unfurnished us. Terry Shoemaker Auchave the latest suede granny
247-3345.
D13C
apartment, two bedrooms, tioneer.
Dl •
boots in navy, brown and black.
LIVING ROOM suite in good central air and heat. Fully
They also have the latest stretch
also platform rocker. carpeted. Phone 753-4331. DI1C AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
boots. They have the latest HOOVER PORTABLE washing condition,
753-5428.'
D1OC
December 11th, 10:00 a.m rain or
holiday boot in gold and silver machine, two years old. Phone Phone
NICE ONE bedroom furnished shine in block
east of Baptist
and the little girl's granny boot In 753-9948.
D1OC COUCH, CLEAN and in good apartment. Two
bedroom
Church in Hazel. Kentucky
any
color.
Lynnville
Shoe
Store,
unfurnished.
Phone
apartment,
"Home of All You Can Eat"
condition. Will sell cheap. Phone
Mrs. Ellen Hodges sold her
Sam Perry owner,Open five days AKC REGISTERED Poodle
D9C
D1OC 753-5079.
753-4975.
home and will sell all furniture in
per
week
8:30
till
6:00,
Saturday
puppies, 12 weeks old. DeworHighway 641 N. - Murray, Ky.
8:30 till 5:00, Sunday 1:00 p.m. till med. Phone 753-6379.
DlOC THREE MONTH old Schnauzer TRAILERS; ONE two bedroom, large home and garage apartment,such as nice bed and dining
6:00.
D21C
pup, male, real nice Christmas all electric, private, $65.00 per room furniture, china cabinet,
v, •
DlOC month. One small one bedroom, short pretty couch, large old time
MOBILE HOME axles, sets of BELTONE FACTORY fresh gift. Phone 436-5366.
$35.00 per month. Phone 489hearing
aid
batteries
for
all
make
three
with
electric
brakes,
piano, cane bottom chairs, and
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerD9C
2595.
hearing
aids.
Wallis
WANTED
Drugs.
NC
HELP
wheels and tires included.
sewing chair I real nice ; deski
vices, Box 2.13, Murray, Ky.,C.M
Riviera Courts Phone 753Panders, phone 382-2468, FarFOUR ROOM furnished apart- odd beds, springs and mat3280.
D8C BLUE LUSTRE not only rids
knington , Kentucky.
TEr.
PLANNED
ment,carpeted, electric heat, air tresses, wood cabinet, electric
carpets of soil but leaves pile soft
eonditioned.
Available January stoves and refrigerators, deep
PROMOTIONAL
and lofty. Rent electric shamcontents, faris.
4th.
$100.00
per
month. Phone 753- freeze and
Every Friday night-3 miles N. of Paris on
pooer $1. Begley's Drug
OPPORTUNITY
heaters, rotary tiller, power saw,
6425
days
or
753-5962
nights.
D13C
Store.
DIIC
Highway 641.
This week lots of good mer100 cans fruit, vegetables, jams.
This position offers a
chandise:
career opportunity through
FURNISHED HOUSE for 4 or 5 Outbuilding full of skillets, tea
COUCH AND chair, recently
Lots of glass of all kinds, hand painted china,
planned advancement to
college students. 320 Woodiawn kettles, irons, picture frame, ri•
new.
Like
reupholstered.
management
levels
and
Ave.Phone 753-3040.
MI3P lamps, lantern gas and o'
spinnet desks, secretary desk, dining room
23-1/16X35"
Reasonable. Phone 753-6097. D1OC
churns, quilts, blankets, sins
higher
earnings.
Apsuites, bedroom suits, guns and chest, dishes,
braided rugs, other rugs. Two old
Thick
.009
plicants should have some
SEVEN
ROOM
furnished
house,
pots and pans, old jewelry, odds and ends of all
Prices Reduced to
college training or a high
available now. Near University. machines, power mower, potat6
These plates are perfect
Sell this Week
hool diploma
with
Ili/Ids.
Carpeted and air conditioned. oven and so many things and a igrit
,
business experience. 1125.00 per month. Phone 193-0416 of junk to browse through.
tar siding or roofing
15044e Y2 ton pick-up
6
'
Applicants must have good
days or 753-5962 nights.
D13C Dress for the winter and spend
1 ton Ford V8
barns, for placing around
the day,eats and drinks. Douglas
driving record.
factory stake bed.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, Shoemaker in charge of
We offer a good starting
bottom of mobile homes
Best Offer
DlOC
living room, kitchen, bathroom sale.
salary, plus liberal emBilbrey's after 5;
to keep out the wind
with shower and bath. One or two
ployee benefits.
210 Main 753-5617 753-1257
bedrooms. Zirnmerman ApartFor an interview apCARD OF THANKS
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs and snow, and for many
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
ments, South 16th Street, phone
pointment, call or write to.
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
DITCHING MACHINE; small
,hur5dA,
purchase. Lonardo Piano com- other uses such as
753-6609.
D14C We would like to express our
MR. C.P. WILLIAMS
sincere gratitude to those sending
four wheel drive, will dig 3' deep.
Al
pany,
across
from
Post
Office,
ou rar Ea,
"building out'
C.I.T.
FINANCIAL
flowers,
food, cards and
$950.00.
Phone
753-9807.
D13C
TWO
BEDROOM
furnished
Paris, Tennessee.
D1OC'
mice or rats.
SERVICES
TRIANGLE INN
trailer at University Heights donations to the Actbritis
STOCK REDUCTION; Cash and
Mobile Homes. Carpeted, color Foundation in the recent death of
Southside Shopping
SHOP DOWNTOWN Murray
b:30
Carry
sale.
Two
truck
loads
television,
electric heat, deposit our husband and father, Alford L.
Saturday, while your children see
Ctr. 753-6702
CHRISTMAS? WHY not
!
;distressed
stock,
full
rolls,
room
and
references
required. Phone Hughes.
Call at
Shapemakers Gift Certificate. the FREE movie at the Capri.
An Equal Opportunity
sizes, wall to wall, some jute
753-5191 days or 753-7358 after Our special thanks to Dr.
Tickets
are
Free
from
parPhone 753-2962.
D3ONC
back, some commercial type hiEmployer
5:00pm.
TFC Charles Clark, Dr. H.S. Jackson,
ticipating stores.
D1OC
Dr. Ray Ammons, Rev. John
rubber back. Values to
density
103 N. 4th 6:
$6.95. Our price starts $1.99 EXPERIENCED BODY man. THREE BEDROOM unfurnished Jones, Rev. Johnson Easley,
Rev. Charles Moffett, the Murray
Murray. Ky.
'square yard, up to $3.95 square
Apply in person. Bogard Motor house at 204 North 12th Street. Hospital nurses and staff and the
yard. None higher. Pick anything
Phone
Robert
H.
Hopkins,
753Sales across from Colonial House
D1OP J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
1971
HOUSE in house while it lasts. Paschall Smorgasbord.
EAGLE
D9C 5422 or 753-5833.
God bless all of you.
Discount House, Hazel, KenEnglish
TRAILER,
80x12.
Old
many discount houses and Variety Stores, sell TV's and car and home
Mrs. A. L. Hughes and
tucky,
492-9733.
D9P
ROOM
WITH
private
entrance,
EXPERIENCED
WANTED:
styling, central air, 2 full
Stereo units thatshwa have a servicing department, this leaves the buyer
Children.
ITC
within
walking
distance
of
Mechanic. Apply in person to
bedrooms, 2 full baths, carpeted
In a bad situation, with out service and it is hard for our service departSanders and Purdom, 1406 West university. Phone 753-1387. D1OC
throughout. Call 753-7606 morment to service their merchandise.
D1OC
Main.
nings.
Dtif '
AUTOS FOR SALE
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
So why not buy your T.V's and Stereo's where you can get repairs now,
rake
to
SOMEONE
WANTED:
1,000 GALLON PROPANE gas
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, 1964 GALAXIE. 500, automatic,
six months or even years from now.
leaves off yard. Phone Henry Kentucky. Phone Max at 753tank. Price $125.00. Phone 753power steering, good motor.
So a ac, and get your service warranty in writing.
D9C 9131.
1343.
Hargis,7534710.
ITC Body fair condition. $250.00.
D1OC
Shop your local Merchants who have a Servicing Department.
Phone 753-5238.
D9C
COMMERCIAL SWEEPER,
SERVICES
OFFERED
and
tennant power sweeper model 75.
1971 DATSUN, 1200 coupe, dark
Ideal for shopping center and
FOR ALL your home additions, green, air conditioner and mag
parking lots. 1550.00. Phone 753FEMALE CASHIER
alterations, remodeling, etc. wheels. 7,000 miles. Phone 753Central Shopping Center
9907.
D13C
Phone 753-5865
and WAITRESS
Free Estimates. Phone 7538045 after 4:00 p.m.
TFC
6123.
D20C
OPEN EACH NIGHT TILL CHRISTMAS FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
Day Shift
KEEP CARPETS beautiful
CALL ...
despite footsteps of a busy
;
10:30-5:00
i
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back 1957 CHEVROLET, standard
family. Buy Blue Lustre. Rent
Person
i ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION
In
Apply
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- shift, 6 cylinder, four good tires.
friends
I wish to thank all my
electric shampooer $1. Murray
ORDER NOW!!
a for married couple to live in
5933.
and customers for all the Home & Auto Store.
D11C
TFC Runs good. $125.00. Phone 753Long John Silvers
D9C
8496.
house with elderly gentleman
business they have extended to
who is still able to care for
that
I
have
during
the
time
me
HOSPITAL BEDS, $24.95.
So. 12th Street
WILL DO house painting, interior 1969
VOLKSWAGEN. Excellent
himself. Phone 753-8118
DI1P
been manager of the local Simmons beds with springs, twin
t?'2 Mile on Lynn
or exterior, professional ex- condition.
$1,000.00. Can be seen
size $6.00. Bunk beds, $14.88.
Sherwin-Williams Store.
to
do
TEXAS OIL Company has perience. Fully equipped
Grove Highway
at Sears, in Southside Shopping
I regret leaving Murray, Country Boy Stores, The Army
opening in Murray area. No any job. Guaranteed satisfaction. Center or phone 753-3501 after
however a personal business Surplus Folks, 9 miles from
D8P
experience necessary. Age not 489-2287.
Contact
6:00p.m.
D1OC
Are You Looking for
venture in another state has Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
Good character a
important.
A Unique Gift Under
117 and Kentucky 164.
brought me to the decision.
D8C ELECTRIC RANGE, Frigidaire
Murray Civitan Club
We train. Air mail A. F.
compact 313", 940.00. Phone 753- must.
Your continued patronage of
PLUMBING & 1971 CHEVROLET pickup truck,
$5.00? viyt the
Pres., Southwestern CARROLL'S
Dickerson,
members for the Old
Sherwin-Williams will be ap- ROYAL PORTABLE typewriter, ,807.
D13C
Phone long wheel base, good condition.
Coldwallar.
Maintenance,
Petroleum Corp.,Ft. Worth,
excellent condition. Phone 437preciated.
J12C Good tires. Priced to sell. E. J.
Dll 489-2295.
Fashion, world famous
,Tex.
McReynolds,Dexter, Ken1TP 4117.
Bob Elkin
D8P
1967 TWO BEDROOM 12'x60'
tucky.
D1OP
1 Block from5 Points;
mobile home, lived in 11
/
2 years.
WANT TO BUY
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
BULLDOZER WOIIK,. trucking,
SERVICE 'Excellent condition. Phone 753SALES
Open Sunday Afterl
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
LOST & FOUND
noons Ti I 1 Christmasiti
7494 after 4:30 p.m
D13C WANT TO BUY used wringer topsoil. Phone Hardbi 354-8569 or
Players
Tape
8-Track
machine.
Phone
type
washing
GET YOURS NOW!
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
REAL
TFC LOST: WHITE Pointer, female
D9C 354-8161 after 6:00p.m.
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV FLOOR LENGTH formal, size 11, 436-5615.
bird dog. Wearing collar with
SMALL FARM: good location:
orange chiffon over taffeta, long
PIANO STUDENTS needed next Jackie Newberry's name. Phone
business or future investment. Dixieland Shopping
used
table
BUY
good
sleeves puffed at the wrist. Worn WANT TO
D9C
All Frames Must Be
7534539 semester. M.S.U. music major, Earl Steele. 753-5062.
One mile East Murray, aponly once. Also shoes dyed to saw, 8" tilt type. Phone
Marietta O'Bryan instructor; has
sows,
all
Bred
pasture.
ONE
BOAR:
38
acres
proximately
10
D9P
753-3043.
or
Ordered By Dec. 11
match. Mrs. C. R. Butterworth,
CLASSES FOR
experience. $2.50 per half hour.
,Hog wire fencing, stables, water will pig by Christmas. Phone 753.D9P WANT TO BUY used mobile Phone 767-4709.
435 4443.
D1OC
In
Order
To
Be
D9P
6088,
BEGINNERS
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
home. Phone 753-2284 after 6:00
Ready for Christmas For appointment call 436SMALL PARROT, cage, stand, p.m.
D9C TWO HIGH school girls will
Beginning
TFC
2173.
015.00. Saxaphone, Corm E-flat
babysit in your home. Phone 753January 17, 1972
Alto,990.00. Phone 753-8941. D9C WANT TO BUY;
D1OC
logs and 2300.
t11e
THREE BEDROOM hothe with
standing
timber.
Also
have
for
control
heat,
two
thermostat
FOUNTAIN, Sunroc
3
Shirley
sale lumber and sawdust. BACICHOE OR dozer services.
OatlerV
bedrooms carpeted and ap$25.00. Phone 753Garden Center
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
proximately
11,
2
acres
on
black
9.97,
D13C
/5 3-6869
813 Coldwater Rd-.
SU N. 4th
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
TFC 1 753-9107.
top Phone 489-2627
D1OC
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
expensive carpet,clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer,
$1. Big K.
DI1C

Welcome
To Our

09

FOR RENT

Call
753-1916

Christmas
Trees
Flocked

TV Service Center

Help Wanted

Regular
Trees

753-6350

WANTED!!

1

Glindel Reaves

Fruit Cake
Eaters

I

The Gallery

CLAXTON FRUIT
CAKE

ASTROLOGY

DR. BETTY HINTON

Afin

Center
_

PEAT MOSS
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Rites Are Thursday
For James A. Cobb

- %It KHAN

KF-sTt (KY

WEDNESDAY—DECEMBER 8, 1971
LERS MEET
TheWRANG
Wranglers dmg club will
meet Tuesday night, Dec. 14, at 7
1Contiuned from Page I)
p.m. at the Calloway County
active in the Kentucky State Bar Court House. Officers for 1972
Association, serving as a will be elected and members are
Drane Shelly, president, of the
member of the House of urged to attend.
Murray Bass Club, has anDelegates of the Kentucky State
nounced the regular meeting of
Bar Association.
PERSON IDENTIFIED
the club to be held on Wednesday,
He is married to the former Mary Carrol has been iden- December 8, at six p.m. at
Miss Mary Ely of Benton. The tified as the person listed as Captain's Kitchen.
Rayburns have one son, Michael, unknown in the student body of
An election of new officers will
who is a graduate of the Galloway School in
1923
University of Tennessee, School published Tuesday in the Ledger be held and outdoor films will be
shown, according to Shelly.
of Pharmacy, and one grandson, Si Times.
Douglas (Doug)
Michael
Rayburn, born November 11,
1966, who is already a member of
the Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society.

Murray Woman-T.—High ScVoT-1) Educat
Judge Rayburn
ion
Succumbs At
•
A
Long Way
The Hospital Carries Ford
ant;

Funeral services for James
Alpha Cobb of 501 South 7th
Street, Murray, will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the Big
FRANKFORT, KY. ( UPI)— is faithful
true to you the light rain.
Rock Baptist Church, Big Rock, Mrs. Cloteel Butterworth of 304 Gov. Wendell H. Ford once people of Kentucky), so will you Cloudy skies threatened to put
Tenn., with Rev. Morris Lee North 5th Street, Murray, died described himself as a "little be to your state," Ford said.
a damper on the activities, but
Tuesday at 11:20 p.m at the man from Yellow Creek with just Not so evasively put was
officiating.
Ford's the shower held off until late in
Friends may call at the Murray-Calloway County a high school education".
thought on special interests:
the afternoon and the final outMilligan Funeral Home, Dover, Hospital. She was 71 years of age
Ford, who was inaugurated "The challenge to you and the door events.
and her death followed an ex- Tuesday as Kentucky's 49th challenge to me," Ford said,
Tenn., until the funeral hour.
"is The 200-unit parade along a
Governor, has come a long way that before we are Democrats or mile route through downtown
Cobb, age 27, was killed in- tended illness.
The Murray woman was a with those credentials.
Aantly Tuesday about six a.m. in
Republicans or Independents, Frankfort to. the capitol building
a car and log truck collision on retired employee of the Bell Inauguaration was Ford's day before we are any of the things lasted four hours. The brightlyHighway 79 about five miles west Telephone Company. She had in the state capitol and he took that separate us, let us upon the colored floats carried one of two
served the company for thirty- the initiative in his inauguaral altar of our state place a personal themes: They congratulated
of Dover, Tenn.
The deceased was employed as five years before her retirement address to point out in subtle sacrifice and stop treating that Ford and Carroll or they hailed
a warehouseman with the Acme in 1960.
terms that the people cannot altar as a trough from of which to the long-awaited return of the
Democrats to the statehouse.
Boot Company, Clarksville, Mrs. Butterworth started expect from Government things eat."
THREE CITED
Tenn. He was born January 15, working for the telephone that they will not allow it to ac- Ford, 47, was greeted by a Ford, and Carroll, 40, a
Three persons were cited
1944, in Stewart County, Tenn., company here as an operator in complish.
crowd from his hometown of Paducah attorney and former
and was a member of the Big December 1924 when the com- "Our alliance these next four Owensboro and signs reading speaker of the state House of Tuesday by the Murray Police
pany, then known as the Hcme years must carry with it an un- -we're proud of you Wendell" Representatives, were legally Department. They were one for
Rock Baptist Church.
He was married to Donna Fay Company, had their office over derstanding that as Wendell Ford Dotted the crowd.
sworn-in at private homes in unnecessary noise, no city auto
Garland, daughter of Mrs. Virgil Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store.
Inaugural officials estimated a Frankfort shortly after midnight sticker, and no state inspection
Doris Brittain and Wade She continued with the company
crowd of 15,000 took part in the Tuesday. The early oath of office sticker, one for reckless driving,
Garland, both of Murray, on through their many changes
day-long activities. Only about is traditionally given to insure an and one for driving on suspended
November 25, 1970. They had retiring after the dial conversion
5,000 were on hand for the orderly line of succession to state or revoked license.
(Continued from Page 1)
been residing in Murray for the when the company located on
swearing-in that took place in a office.
with one or more serious birth
North 7th Street.
past eight months
Ford and Carroll and their MEDAL AWARDED
Survivors are his wife, Donna, The deceased was a member of defects each year."
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Apolwives greeted guests in a
and their baby girl, Cynthia the Seventh and Poplar Church of -One breakthrough came with
receiving line at the capitol lo 15 astronauts David R. Scott,
Faye, born November 4, of this Christ and was born in Calloway the licensing of a serum to
Tuesday night before attending Alfred M. Worden and Jemmy'
year, both of Murray; parents; County on December 16, 1899. prevent Rh disease in 1968," the
inaugural balls in four locations. B. Irwin were being awarded
Mr. and Mrs. James Roy Cobb of Her parents were the late Jim Ed Governor said. He further said,
The grand march, the high the space agency's DistinBig Rock, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. 'tucker and Mary Blakley however,
that
medical
point of the main ball, was held in guished Service Medal today by
authorities estimate that about
Sarah Briley of Clarksville, Tenn. Tucker.
the
rotunda of the capitol Vice President Apiro T. Agnew.
Survivors are her husband, one out of every four women who
The trio's mission to the base
Tuesday night.
Reginald Butterworth, 304 North needs the serum is not receiving
In a farewell address, Gov. of the moon's rugged Fra
5th Street, Murray; three sister, it.
Two Henry County, Term., men Louie B. Nunn, who was elected Mauro Mountains was deMrs. Gray Cunningham, 200 Rh disease will not affectthe were convicted Monday of after a 20-year absence
of a scribed in citations accompanyWoodlawn, Mrs. Ruth Strader, mother, lout a child born to criminal charges stemming from I republican in the statehouse
, said ing the medal as "the most
304 North 5th Streeli and Mrs. parents
who have Rh in- an automobile accident which his administration's "steroni- complex and carefully planned
Word has been received of the Maude Moore, 1106 Sycamore, all compatibility can be afflicted resulted in the
death of a Murray ship is recorded in a legacy of expedition in the history of
death of Hurcel J. Thomas of of Murray; one brother, Loyd with
mental
retardation, man on October 8.
significant gains in areas of vital exploration."
Denver, Colorado, who died Tucker of Murray; four nieces, congenital anemia, heart
defects, Henry County General Session human need."
Now You Know
November 17 at the Mercy Mrs. Fred (Clara Nell) Furches jaundice, or spasticity
Court Judge Millard Kesterson
.
Carroll, in his inaugural ad- By United Press International
Hospital there after an and Mrs. Tommy
(Leita Therefore, every couple should found William A. Strickland, 18, dress, said the next four years, John D
Rockefeller Jr.
emergency aortic aneurysm Rushing, both of
Murray, Miss have a doctor check their blood of Puryear, guilty of reckless "will not be a house divided. bought for
$8.5 million a runtransplant
operation
on Colleen Moore of Paducah, and for the Rh factor. This
can be driving and Roger Gore, of Paris This is not to say we ( Ford and down area of slaughterh
ouses
November 14,
Mrs. David (Linda) Gage of done when a blood test is made. Route 5, guilty of improper Carroll) shall never
disagree, but and dilapidated wharves on
Thomas was married October Phoenix,
"Women
Arizona;
who face the risk of parking.
three
rather it is my intention that we Manhattan's East Side and
24, 1950 to the former Alice Bea nephews, Harold Cunningha
Both men were fined $25 and shall be able to disagree without donated
m of having babies with Rh disetroe
it as the present site of
Roberts, daughter of Mr. and Petersburg, Va.,
Bobby Moore of must be alerted to the necessity assessed legal costs.
being
ble."
the United Nations.
Mrs. Everett Roberts, who Paducah, and
of
using
the serum," Governor
Buddy Egner Of
Both charges grew out of a
survives along with several
Ford said.
collision between the Strickland
cousins who live in the vicinity of Funeral services
will be held -More information on Rh car and a car driven by the
Fithian, Ill., and Glasgow, Ky. Thursday at
two p.m. at the disease and prevention and deceased, Ellison F. Moore, 211,
He was born in Etoile, Ky., and chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman treatment of other birth defects of Murray.
at an early age was employed by Funeral
Home with Bro. Roy can be obtained from local
According
to
testimony
the Holt Company in California Beasley
officiating.
chapters of the March of Dimes Monday, events leading to the
which later merged with the Burial
will be in the Murray located in every Kentucky accident unfolded in this manCaterpillar Company of Peoria, Cemetery
with the arrangements county," he explained.
ner:
Ill. He worked for the Caterpillar by the Blalock-Co
Pie Filling
leman Funeral "I urge all Kentuckians to
—The Gore car stopped several
Tractor Company as a service where friends
support the March of Dimes so
may call.
hundred yards west of the
engineer for over thirty years
that the crippling abnormalities Amvets Club on Highway 79 near
and traveled .over two thirds of
No. 2 can
of Birth Defects can be Kentucky Lake to talk to two
the world for that company.
ProTen or Choice
conquered," Ford said.
girls. It was not clear whether
Pie Filling
After serving with the Army
car
Use
parked
was
on
the
highEngineers in World War II he
way or whether it was partially
went into the Theater business
the shoulder
on
No. 2 can
and continued in this line of work
—A car driven by Donald P.
until October 1950, when he and Clyde C. Hopkins of Chicago,
Harrison of Stewardson,
Emge
bis new bride moved to Denver 111., uncle of Hardiman, Rupert,
Pride of III.
PRIDE
came
up behind the Gore car and
and
,,,,w,
Ben
Nix,
all
of
.
Murray, died
where he worked for the Silver
303
can
4
Engineering Company and the Tuesday at four a.m. at the The funeral services for Mr. stotmed, apparently unable to
American Hospital in Chicago. and Mrs Charles Underwood, get around. Both cars were
Brown Palace Hotel.
Funeral and burial services Funeral services will be held at parents of Mrs. William Donald headed toward Paris.
—Strickland said his car pulled
were held in Denver on the McEvoy Funeral Home, (Sue) Overbey of Murray, will be
Paris, Tenn., on Thursday at two held Thursday at two p.m. in out of the Amvets Club, "spun a
November 20.
Matchless
little gravel," and began moving
p.m. with burial in the Hillcrest Buffalo, New York.
Bush's
toward Paris.
No
,
2
2'
Cemetery there. Friends may The family has requested
can
that
—Strickland applied his brakes
call at the funeral home.
y expressions of sympathy be
when he realized that the
The deceased was born October made in the
form of contributions
Harrison car was stopped. He
4,1891, and was the son of the late to the Calloway
County Public
Sliced
slid around the Harrison car on
Benjamin and Martha Shaw Library in
memory at Mrs.
the left side of the road and ' Van Camp
can
300
Ja, k lien, 87, Hardin, died Hopkins. He was a member of a Overbey's
parents_
Tue.. morning at the home of Baptist Church.
about even with the car
Mr. Underwood was killed in a
driven by Gore.
a niece, Mrs. Grace Richardson
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. two vehicle head-on
collision on
—There
of Briensburg.
was conflicting
Maude Wimberly Hopkins, rainslick
1-65 just south of
Store Made
testimony by Strickland and a
Funeral rites will be conducted daughter , Mrs. Maurine Louisville
Monday afternoon.
passenger in his car, 'tommy
Thursday at 11 a.m. at Linn Richardson, and two sons, Jerry Mrs. Underwood
PI41;!45
expired later ,
Freeland, Paris, about what
Funeral C'hapel in Benton by Hopkins and Clyde Hopkins, Jr., while undergoing
surgery at a
conversation if any took place ' Musselman's
Rev. Robert Hale. Burial will all of Chicago, Ill.; two sisters,
303 can
pital. Both were 67
between occupants of the
follow in Birmingham Cemetery Mrs. Nell Sutton of Mansfield, years of
age.
Fresh, Extra Select
Strickland car and the Gore car.
at Briensburg
Tenn., and Mrs. Bessie Burton of Reports are
the couple was
—Shortly thereafter, the Moore
Mr. Allen was a member of Dyersburg, Tenn.; ten grand- enrage from
for
their home in
car, heading toward the lake,
Hardin Baptist Church.
children, and four great grand- Buffalo for a
vacation in Florida.
He is survived by a son, children.
It is thought they planned to rammed the left front of the ' Del Monte
No :7'4 can
Wallace E. Allen of Dearborn
surprise their daughter and Strickland car, knocking it into
Heights, Mich,; two daughters,
family v.ith a visit while enroute the car driven by Harrison. The
Gore car was not involved in the
Mrs. Laura
Ketterer of
to the southern state.
FREE
COLLIE
Maryland. Del., and Mrs. Bonnie
collision.
Male Collie puppy, six weeks Included in the survivors are
Sgt. R. L. McClanahan of the
Ralph of California, and seven
err -iii-*1
HI-C .
old, is free to someone to make their daughter, Mrs. Overbey of
grandchildren.
Murray, one son, Charles Un- Tennessee Highway Patrol, who
him a good home.
For
inFriends may call at the funeral
Pineapplederwood of New York, and four investigated the accident,
formation call 753-4198.
46-oz, can kSt
.
4441-4
testified, "In this officer's
home.
grandchildren.
opinion, Gore was indirectly
.:Z
Grapefruit'
reponsible for the accident even
though his car was not involved."
McClanahan, who was assisted
in the investigation by Sheriff
Kosher Dill
Leon Williams, also said that
Hamburger Sliced
4
t'
blood alcohol tests were run on
NI
i
i?1°4e
both Strickland and the body of
Moore.
He
saki,
the Strickland
48-oz
Now
youth did not register enough
alcohol to be charged with 'Flavor Kist
$375
1 t
drunken driving. The body of
Moore, however, showed enough
alcohol content to be charged
Kraft
with DWI.
In his testimony, Freeland said — Veg All
303 can
he saw a car pull out from a
restaurant just west of the accident point while they were
SPECIAL!
sitting in the left hand lane. He ,
said he also saw another car
* CHRISTMAS *
behind that car but he was uncertain which car nit the
Strickland car
Officers also revealed that
New
Regular Size
there were three other witnesses
From
Nabisco!
to the accident. Sgt. McClanahan
said that two soldiers from Fort
Knox who were hitchiking witnessed the wreck as did a third
man from Michigan
FOR HOLIDAY BAKING
Good Selection of
Both defendants
were
represented by attorneys,
Strickland by Hugh Mclean and
Gore by Kent Jones

Murray Bass Club
To Meet Wednesday

Mrs. LISTry...

Two Fined
In Fatal
Accident

Hurcel i. Thomas
Dies In Colorado

GOSPEL MEETING
Coldwater Church of Christ

E. CLAUDE GARDNER
Speaker
DECEMBER 10, 11, 12
Services 7:00 Each Night
Sunday Morning 10:50

Swanns Market,

C. Hopkins
Passes Away

MEATS

59C
39t Round Steak

MINCE MEAT

Funeral Thursday
For The Underwoods

Jack Allen
Dies Tuesday

PUMPKIN

CORN

3/59C Smoked

SHELLIE BEANS

29c Bacon

$

19

Picnics 43c
lb.
,

45"

3 „,,,,,,n6n,,, Pork Liver
lb. 29*
PORK & BEANS 59
PIMENTO CHEESE 49`
APPLE SAUCE 3 59c
$ 59
OYSTERS
_
FRUIT COCKTAIL
49'
, SPAM

PRONTO FILES

Letter Size

.,...;

DRINK

PICKLES

Was
$575

Legal Size

$45°

Liberty Storage Boxes

Ledger & Times
Office Supplies

39'

.

\

._

65'
HORMEL

HOT TAMALES

k

79'

it

Crackers

,..,,i . • •
,

3/99'

12-oz can

45'

3

for $

1 00

.'_Iti, MAYONNAISE
Qt. 69'
ML Veg'bles3/69` ''I'w 'HOLIDA
Y
7-UP
6 Pak
42'
Napkins Place Mats
3/97` ESCORT CRACKERS box 37$
FRUITS & PEELS - NUTS
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4
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Hawaiian Santa Claus
says aloha, not ho-ho-ho

EDUCA luN NOTEBOOK

Open admissions idea
a 2nd chance or fraud?

HONOLULU — Palm trees
caviar and anything else that Christmas presents and cards
sway in gentle trade winds and
comes in a bottle or can to be which are treasured by their
the tropical sun makes the surf
found on the gourmet shelves of parents.
sparkle but, yes, Virginia,
the super market
Church youth groups present
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
cent requiring some help and 25
there is a Santa Claus in
If she was Island-born or has the nativity' story. Mary may
Copley News Service
per cent needing intensive reHawaii.
lived there for many years, this well be of Japanese
descent,
training.
Because the 50th state lies
hostess will add grilled slivers Joseph's
great-grandmother
Offering a college education
over 2,000 miles from its
Scores were worse in 1971,
of steak soaked in a marinade may have come from
China
to anyone with high scIMI cre- providing still more evidence
nearest
sister -state, of soya and ginger, water and the
Wiseman
's
kinfolk
dentials, regardless of qualifi- that New York City is an edushopkeepers display holiday
chestnuts wrapped in bacon from Korea, Okinawa,
Chicago
cations, reveals as much about cational disaster area. Fortydecorations and merchandise
and fried, sashimi (raw fish) or Manila. Some, indeed,
may
impotent public schools as it three per cent of more than
many weeks before the
sliced and dipped in a piquant have been in the
great
creates controversy.
28,000 prospective collegians
Thanksgiving turkey is stuffed. sauce, cooked ground round outrigge
r canoes that came
The Council for Basic Educa- required some remedial readThe Island housewife has steak mixed with herbs and from
far-away Pacific Islands
tion sponsored a discussion of ing instruction and 13 per cent
usually purchased, wrapped
wrapped in grape leaves, and brought the first people
to
the idea, known as open admis- needed intensive help.
and mailed gifts to friends and
prawns dipped in batter and the Hawaiian Archipelago.
sions, by a distinguished panel
Math scores showed that 29
family on the Mainland or the deep fried, spicy Portuguese
Christmas Eve is an exciting
in Washington. Controversy per cent required some help
Far East by mid-November. sausage, hot pork cubes dipped
over open admissions, or ac- and 30 per cent needed intenHowever, it's the first in poi and red salt, sweet time for children the world
cess, has been fueled by the sive assistance. Hyman said at
shipload of fragrant Northwest pineapple dusted with brown over and in Hawaii it's
City University of'New York one of CUNY's senior colleges
fir trees that really heralds the
sugar or lychee nuts stuffed especially so. Many Island
families will be entertaining
CUNY decision to open its receiving a proportionately
opening of the Christmas
with cream cheese.
friends and relatives from the
four-year institutions to all city
er number of "open adseason in Hawaii.
School children sing, "Kani
East and West. Eyes, whether
high school graduates, beginon" freshman, "40 per
Strangely enough, Norfolk
Kani Pele," (Jingle Bells) and
brown or blue, will close
ning with the June, 1970, class. cent of the individuals needing
pine trees are farmed in
bring
home
handmade reluctant
ly while visions of see
The CUNY program, com- remechation had high school
Hawaii for sale on the
moi (a salty sweet-sour canbined with a massive remedial averages above the cutoff limit
Mainland. Some of these
died fruit from the Orient)
education effort, has been for conventional admissions in
perfectly symmetrical trees
dance in tousled heads.
hailed as a second chance for prior years." New York teachfind their way to Island homes
those lacking academic advan- ers must base their grades on
Morning dawns bright and
but the majority are trimmed
tages and an important social something other than subject
clear. Fluffy white clouds sail
in homes in a snowy climate.
experiment. Opponents say the competence or mastery.
across a blue sky The therSome Islanders choose a less
CUNY project and open admismometer reads 78 degrees. The
traditional tree, prefering
CUNY offers open admissions are a fraud and a political
Pacific Ocean rolls up on
perhaps a piece of driftwood,
sions
students extensive proploy
golden
doomed
to
beaches
failure
but
cast up on their seashore
and
Hawaii's
grams in basic skills so that
frustration for students.
children know it's Christmas!
doorstep. This "tree" from the
Panelist Seymour C. Hyman, they tventually can read and
water may be decorated with
Colorful wrappings and
CUNY's deputy chancellor, ex- do arithmetic well enough to
shells, bits of coral and
ribbons are torn away to reveal
plained that many of the exten- complete course requirements
seaweed and, of course,
new aloha shirts, zori 'thong
sive
papers about the experi- and meet college standards,
twinkling lights
slippers), model planes, Herby
ment brag of "'results,' most of even the lowered requirements
Almond -eyed
keikis
dolls,
Monopoly
games,
which are unknown to us at the and watered-down standards
children, stand shoulder-tosnorkels, electric rice cookers,
university." It is too early to now fashionable at CUNY and
shoulder
with
blue-eyed
lawn mowers, cuff links, panty
evaluate completely, he cau- other higher education institutowheads and golden skinned
hose, socks and lacy lingerie.
tions. One of the major questions.
Polynesians ogling the tempAfter breakfast and church,
tions about open admissions is
ting wares in the shop windows. SAN ANTON iii—Airman Gary
HyTnan's revelations about whether higher education
it wouldn't be at all unusual for
Santa Claus wears his red fur W. Mardis, son of Mr. and
New York City high school should be doing what the public
Mrs. the family to go to the nearest
trimmed suit and is thankful William E. Mardis
graduates were spectacularly schools have failed to do.
of Rt. 1, beach park for a Christmas
for air conditioning in the Dexter, has
disheartening. Nearly 13 per
completed his US. picnic. Schools don't open until
department store. He takes Air Force
Its sepporters agree that elecent of the "open admissions"
bask training at the after the New Year holiday so
orders for dolls, trains, games, Air
freshmen these last two years mentary' and secondary school
Training
there's a special festive feeling
Comman
d's
roller skates, bicycles but his
scored below ninth-grade read- education must be improved.
Lackland AFB,Tex. He has been in the soft air.
list from the children of Hawaii assigned to Lowry
ing
level, yet held high school They emphasize that a generaThere
are
many ways to say,
AFB, Colo., ,
tion or more of young adults
also includes surf boards and for training in
diplomas
.
the munitions and! .'Merry Christmas," but the
suffering a disadvantaged eduswim fins.
people of Hawaii think, "Mele
weapons maintenance field.
CUNY placement tests of cation because of race, religion
The Ala Moana Shopping Airman Mardis
is a liet graduate Kalikimaka," is the best and
nearly 32,000 prospective fresh-. or socioeconomic status should
Center,tlwlorgest of Its idniffIrr of South
each
year
thousand
s
al
'visitors
Marshall
High School,
Men In 1970 disclosed thlt
inst be denied the oppornan
the world, flies in Santa's
ty
Benton. His wife, Linda, is the go to this Island Paradise to
per cent needed intensive I an longer to realise that
reindeer where they are
part
share
in
the
Aloha of Christdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
remedia
l
help
of
In
mathethe
American Dream that
displayed in air cooled gaily
mas.
matics, the figures were 26 per says a college degree is a
painted stalls. Even Rudolph is Perm of Rt. 1, Benton.
ticket
tnere to be petted by small
loving hands.
Christmas cards carry the
holiday greeting in many
tongues but the favorite theme
is still, "Peace On Earth. Good
Will Toward Men." Many cards
depict the nativity scene in a
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
lush tropical setting or Santa
Claus, donned in flowered
TO LIMIT OUANTITIES
swimming trunks, arriving on
EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE
Nilurruy
a sailing skiff.
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"This will call for a radical
clearing out of the thicket of
distractive and generally antiacademic projects the universities began to take on in
such abundance and with such
evangelical enthusiasm during
World War II."
He called for "... students
who are really students, who
come to the university because
it is .a community of scholarship, a place for study in the
learned disciplines, and not
simply a setting for riding out
adolescence, escaping home,
seeking diversion and contemplating individual identity."
Nisbet said such students
might be found among ethnic
groups and the so-called bluecollar class.

COOK-A-HEAD SET
CORNING WARE

Nisbet presented a discouraging picture of what could
happen to higher education institutions that become glorified
high schools. Some critics say
it alreedi has happened at
CUNY, other institutions and
community colleges, making
their grades and degrees
meaningless in the marketplace or as a criterion for admittance to professional and
graduate study

4 Petite Pans with covers. 1
21/2
qt Sauce Pan with lid open stock
price $17.85. Corning Special price
$12.88 our price close-out $9.88

Paris, Tennessee

Modern Living

SCOTCH PINE

SPRAY
SNOW

Christmas
Tree

White

13-oz. aerosol
SALE

Island hosteeees never need
much of an excuse to give a
party, but the Christmas
season ushers in a rash of
social events that would fatigue
the most glamorous debutante.
The cocktail party is far and
away' the most popular way to
entertain at this time of the
year.
"Casual Attire," stated on
the invitation means muumuus
for the women and aloha shirts
for the men. But how the
rnuumuu has changed since the
missionary ladies of the 1800s
clothed the native female form
in yards and yards of printed
calico.
Lace, velvet, satin, brocade,
imported saris from India,
finely embroidered jusi from
the Philippines and exotic silks
from Taiwan, Japan and Korea
are cut and fashioned into
modern day versions of the
muumuu. The 1971 social
season will see still further
modifications. Skirts will be slit
waist high to show off Hot
Pants
"Business suit," means coat
and tie for the husband and a
cocktail dress tor his wife. The
coat may' be a double breasted
dark blue worsted or of cotton
or linen done in a tapa print but
the cocktail dress may well be
a jeweled original from one of
Honolulu's many exclusive
shore.
Whatever the tone Of the
party, guests will probably be
entertained on a wide lanai
terrace or a spacious lawn.
Christmas tree lights will
compete with the glowing
garden torches and a trio of
musicians will strum guitars
and ukuleles. Someone will
very likely do an impromptu
hula before the evening is over.
Hanle housewives ( Haole is a
term used loosly in Hawaii to
mean Caucasione will serve
pupus hors d'oeuvres of dips
with potato chips, stuffed
celery 4talks, cheese puffs,

to financial success and social
status.
Soy tt'-g.
E. Lawrence Chalmers,
chancellor at the University of
#
(Eh
Kansas, where open admissions has been state policy for
"if Saw.,
..g, a'tib
80 years, praised the large percentage of Kansans entering
00
college. He did not mention the
number that eventually earned
degrees.
The Safety Sheriff—Joe Higgins—is on
safe ground when he recomPanelist Robert Nisbet, a mends U.S. Savings Bonds ag Christmas pretty
gifts No one has ever been known
University of California, River- to receive too many of them
side, sociologist, pleaded for
"... restoration of the university ..." as a place "... in which
teaching is regarded as the essential function ... with
scholarship its indispensible
complement.

4-ft Tree
100% Flame
Resistant
38 tips
No. 4482 $

44c

MUSICAL

EPCO

JEWELRY CHEST

TRAVEL KIT

No. 1000

A 49

A fine gift in a box'
Rep. $5.95

Black or brown.

SALE $299

SALE

Jewel'',
A lovely MUSICAL
Has
beautiful walnut finished wood.
CpaAY
1W FtC TAI

DiSINFICTANT

AFTER SHAVE LOTION
SALE S
LOV' ME

SALE P

DUSTING POWDER

88„,

In gift box with puff
Reg. '1.50
SALE

9

Clairol Custom Care
Deluxe Conditioning

Mist Hair Setter

the first 3-way Hairsetter&
20 asstd. rollers 4
Reg,'29"

se4
NEW

REMINGTON
PRINCES•
SHAVER

L-bU
• GENTLE, EFFECTIVE GROOMI
NG
• ADJUSTABLE GUARD
COMBS
$
• EASY TO HANDLE
7
1
• STRIKING GIFT CASE
SALE

49

COFFEE
MAKER
Brews 2 to 8 CUPS.
easy to read markings,
mini brew basket,
No. CM10.

$959

SALE

AND

DEODORIZES!

Large size box of
60 tablets
Reg 11,59
SALE

Sylvania

Blue Dot

Flashcubes

PAPER MATE

Reg.'1" 78c

"Ninety Eight"

try

M3 Flashbulbs

PEN

Reg.

The tough, pen'

1"

PAPER - AWE

Reg. 98'
SALE

The Gift
for him

Giant 21-oz. Spray REMINGTON
LEKTROBLADE® LB26
Reg'1"
',H AVER
SALE $ 1 38

88

,a
11 91 . 53" 4-0z SALE

74

SALE1
General Electric
Automatic

DISINFECTS

•••• IMMO •••••• 11•1••••••• ONO MIN

•

49'

AFTER SHAVE
COLOGNE

writmg

Smoother,
Closer,
Low
Priced

SPRAY

TROUBLE
Reg '2.50

Beautiful Wood Finish, Red
Velveteen Lining t

51

BRAME,

cantilever tray with mirror in lid
/
4" wide.
Red velveteen lining. 81
/
4" deep. 5- tall
53

49

4:

With 2
'D' Batteries

$ 1 39

I

411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111/

Mike

NEW COMFORT
CONTROL SYSTEM

Earphone

SKINNY
DIP
COLOGNE
oz Bot

NEVV

ASV BLADE.
.W•

Reg. s2"
SA1E

sr'

MIDLAND

TAPE RECORDER
Solid State
No 12-205

Reg. '19.95

ACFML NI
CLEANING

REMINGTOfe Rep!,
Wades also available

$995

SALE

$
SALE

979
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Mazda's rotary engine attracting many buyers

POST
.OFFICE

By JEFF cusaim
Copley News Service

7
1
7

1
t

Tidal wave
of mail
expected
By RON WELLS
Copley News Service
Chnsimas is usually a happy
time of year for most people
unless of course they work for
the Postal Service.
For them, Ctristrnas means
they must process and deliver a
tidal wave of letters and
packages within a two or ttree
week period prior to Clinstrnas
Day
-The amount of mail builds
to a peak which lasts about two
days and then starts to taper
off," said postmaster Ralph S.
Colonell. "There wouldn't be
any problem handling the
Christmas mail at all if we
could get 80 per cent of the
mail-sending population to
follow our mailing guidelines.
-Let's face it, Christmas
cards lose their effect when
they arrive after Christmas
and there's always disappointment when gifts from outof-state friends and relatives
aren't under the tree," he said.
The way to avoid all the and
make Christmas a more
pleasant time for mailmen and
women everywhere is to mail
your packages and letters early
and use the ZIP Codes.
According to Oolone11, Dec. 1
is the deadline for mailing
packages
with
distant
destinations; Dec. 10 is the
deadline for mailing local
packages and long distant
letters, and Dec 15 is the
deadline for local letters

Class imseakd ) will need an
eight cent stamp. Air mail will
cost 11 cents.
-An advantage to sending
letters First Class," said
Colonel,is that they will be
forwarded should the party
have moved and left a forwarding address. Third Class
wont,'
The Postal Service also
requests that persons using
Christmas Seals on their enveiapes do not pixy them in the
front owners but use them =
the back along the sea:
For mailmg those packages
loaded with airtstmas gels,
the Posta: Sernee has these
suggestions for maims ewe
they arrive in nem sal it owe
piece
- Use stnes4
boxes and lees a wiehlig
materuth
- Double wrap and tie
securely all packages Ser
mailing.
- Enclose a hst of contents
and a second set of to and from
addresses in each package.
- Place outside to and from
addresses on only one side of
the package
- Do not used gummed
labels. The Postal Service
prefers that the addresses be
written or printed in felt tip
Pen
- Be sure and include MP
Codes on both to and from
addresses.
- Mark parcels containing
breakable items FRAGILE or
GLASS.
- Be sure and insure all
parcels.
- Be sure and remove
batteries from all battery
operated items.
- Letters may be enclosed in
a package but a note must be on
the outside to that effect. There
IS an additional eight cent
charge for this service.

The rotary engine seems
destined to stay with us after
all. At first relegated as "a nice
trick but it will never catch on"
item, the rotary powerp/ant
made its first public appearance under the hood of the German NSU RO-813 sedan a couple
of years ago.
Now General Motors is not so
secretly working with the
rotary concept and rumors are
persistent that there will be a
rotary car with the GM emblem running around by 1975,
perhaps under the hood of an
all-new sports car.
But in the meantime, lovers
of this unusual power concept
can avail themselves of the
Mazda. And for those who find
the Mazda lines and appointments attractive but are
skeptical of such a newfangled
engine, Mazda offers an alternative, a conventional overhead valve powerplant.
The Mazda has enjoyed fantastic customer response_ And
althpygh it is still largely =available in the Midwest, the
factory will soon remedy that
now that the dock strikes are
over and the vehicle flow has
restuned7
There are currently six
Mazda models available. The
least expensive is the conven-,
nasally powered 1200 Coupe
that you can pick up for about
82..501 part of entry. At the high
end of the scale is the roomy
RX-2 Coupe, with its lush inarid rotary engine. The
RX-2 lists for under 113,000.
In between you have the
rcaary version of the 1200,
dotted the R-100, and a 616
Camp< it's really an RX-2 with
a conventional engine and different rear suspension ) and a
SI Sedan, also sporting a
reciprocating powerplant.
Mazda isn't going to rely an
its rotary engine alone to sell
units Standard equipment includes such items as radial ply
tires, caliper disc brakes, fully'
reclining bucket seats, carpeting and even tinted glass and a

Christmas
spruce-up

locking gas cap. About the
only
"extras" you can tack on are
air conditioning and a radio.
Waiting in the wings is yet
another Mazda series, a rotarypowered Coupe and Sedan
called the FIX-3 and the conventionally powered twins which
Mazda has labeled the 808. This
new series will slip in between
the low-line R-100 and the RX-2.
Mazda has entered a very
competitive field, and in light
of the recent reins put on the
imports by the Nixon acirrunistration, it looks like the arena
will become more competitive
still now that the domestic subcompacts are priced as low as
or even lower than - their
counterparts from abroad.
Undoubtedly some of the lowvolume imports are going to
fall by the wayside in the
months ahead. But the chances
of that happening to Mazda are
mdeed slim.
As one Southern California
Mazda dealer put it: "If you

NEW YORK (UPI).- Most.
heavyduty holiday cleaning
can Be done right now. Work
through the house room by
room and leave the most-used
room for last.
The Cleanliness Bureau suggests you follow this routine:
Silrash curtains, spreads, slipShampoo upholstery
and do a major, eyen-the-fegs
furniture washing and polishing.
Clean nip and wall areas, wash
windotts, mirrors and picture
frame glass.
Sort old toys and clothing,
throwing out the useless and
arranging to give outworn toys
and garments in good condition
aritable group'for distribution to needy families.

MIDSHIPWOMAN7
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Sen.
Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., who
broke tradition by naming the
first girl Senate page, plans to
attack another male stronghold
by appointing a girl to the U.S.
Naval Aeademy.

want to have a voice in what you are paid,
join your neighbor with your production at
the

Javits said Wednesday he has
not made a final choice on who
he would appoint but added
that one girl has asked to be
sent to Annapolis and he has -a
number of other female candidates ... in mind."

Livestock Barn. Plans ,for feeder calves and cull
cows are being made.

Please Support Yourselves
and Call 492-8642

FUEL STOP: During these
winter months, be sure your
exhaust system is free of leaks
that could pass deadly carbon
monxide into the driving compartment. And keep the window open a crack to help air
circulate freely through the
car.

Q. My car needs tires but I
am confused over what type of

tire I should purchase. I would
like to mount radials, but I
don't know if they are compatible with my car. I drive a 1969
Pontiac. Can you help? P.M., Arizona
A. You can mount radials on
any car - or truck, for that
matter -- but generally speaking. the chassis of American
cars are not -tuned" for
radials. In other words, there
can be some tire noise at low
speeds and at times a grating
feeling in the steering wheel.
But the over-all benefits of
radials far outshadow any
shortcomings. I would strongly
recommend that you use
radials if you can afford them.
A helpful hint: when you rotate
the tires, just switch from front
to rear on the same side. Never
cross-mount radials.

rung an extended trip 0,000
miles) through the rugged
mountain and desert country
on motorcylce. We plan to keep
off the main highways as much
as possible. We will start our
trek in Santa Fe, N.H., and end
up ( hopefully > in Mexico. Can
you give us any tips that might
aid us on our way? We are both
17 years old. - LLB., New
Mexico
A. First off, I hope you plan to
make the trip on enduro-type
machines, not road bikes.
Looking at the map, it doesn't
look like you'll ever be too far
from civilization, but it would
be a good idea not to take
chances by stocking up on
emergency items such as brake
•411111.0IMP cpi•Wo

and clutch cables, spark plugs,
a tire repair kit( or better yet, a
spare inner tube). You'll also
need spare oil and larger gas
tanks on your bikes. AM if
you're going into Mexico, be
sure you've got the proper
identification and if your hair is
on the long side, be sure you
keep it tucked under your helmet because the authorities
take a dim view of such things

Do you have a quesuon about
your car, motorcycle or recreaUotial vehicle? If so, drop a
line to: MOTORWAYS, Copley
News Service, P.O. Box 190,
San Diego, Calif. 92112.

O4•110011MIlro•4•/••••••••••=1.0.GINAI

FERN TERRACE LODGE
(For Senior Citizens

r
State Approved and Licensed
to be open January 1, 1972
Write to Box No 2, Murray, Ky.for Reservation
ina
eino-cenmee i=.1.0.1=0.11..
..4141..1.011=1.0 41..111.0IMO.0
0

Q. I live in the Southwest and
a buddy and myself are plan-

OTASCO

GREAT SELECTION

PAJAMA BAG
DOLL

Super Value!

STABLE SET
Tor1ka

333
"Honey Baby"

Soft rayon plush
with a cocnpartment for pajamas or curlers.

NURSERY SET
$ii Value
II" drink-n-wet doll with
bottle. feeder chair, suing.
cradle. bowl, spoon and
rattle

DRAG
'CHUTE

$8 Value

599
As seen as

irv

Jeep wagoneer and pickup cab, enclosed trailer with see-thru
Includes 2 horses. 72-7S6-6

399
Pop the
Drag Chute
to Stop!
Rip down the strip, loop-the-loop, leap
through space for big thrills. -2.4o1.s -seen os

28-Piece

Walt Disney
Snap-In Movie
Cartridge

$S Value

Pla ytime

Battery operated with remote control. Goes forward on rear tires and
reverses. Batteries not included

ACTION VIEWER
with

KITCHEN SET
Cook and Serve!

$9

Value
Cook up a feast for your
dolls. All the petite cook
needs for fancy meals. /2-22-

No projector, cords or batteries
needed.Just turn the handle and
watch the show! Three Little
Pigs cartridge included. Extra
niceies available. -2-sns

GIFT WRAP

Attention Farmers

raise the general pork prices and to plan production deliveries like organized business men:
No one but the farmer goes to the market and
says 'What are you gonna give me!: If you

want to be realistic about it, we
could charge $4,000 and still sell
the rotary models. People are
that anxious to get their hands
on something really different."
Mazda sales bear out this
statement. And barring any engineering and longevity problems with the radical powerp/ant, the sales picture will
continue to look bright for some
tune to come.

$6 SO Value

"As last year, the Postal
Service will be delivering local
and out-of-town labels to every
home for designating letter
"We hope that everyone will
bundles," he said. "When take it upon themsel
ves to get
people bundle their letters and their Christ
mas mailing done
_Utak- them -local' or etinei- -early and use their
ZIP Codes,'""
town' it really speeds up our said Colonell.
operation."
So the Postal Service per- This year. all letters sent sonnel can
enjoy Christmas, Rioters Tear-Gassed
First Class sealed ) or Third too
BERLIN (UPI) -Police used
tear gas tonight to break up a
demonstration by about 100
rioters protesting the shooting
death of a member of an
anarchist criminal band.
The demonstrators carried a
red flag and a wreath with
them when they blocked a
The Calloway and Henry County NFO members
crossroads on the Kurfuerstendamm, West Berlin's main
are now operating a hog collection point in
boulevard'. The demonstration
was against the death of 24Murray, Kentucky, at the farrier Shoemaker
year old Georg Von Rauch, son
of a professor and long sought
Livestock Barn. For fair weights and grade bring
by police as a member of the
notorious Baader-Meinhoff
your hogs Wednesdays and Saturdays. Hogs
group of anarchist bandits.
Von Rauch was killed Satursho uld be booked two days in advance by
day in a gun duel with police. A
policeman was seriously woundcalling 492-8642. Now is the time to start to
ed in the battle.

NFO collection point in Murray, Kentucky, Wednesdays and Saturdays at the former Shoemaker
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12 Big, Wide Rolls
9 paper, .3 loik
100 sq. ft. 26"
wide.

Jumbo Rolls
Ih-cogsted,pape-,

/99

25 STICK-ON BOWS
Kihbon - led
Nssorted (olor.
104 - Bog

41P

Asserted Tags and Cords
ho piCCCS.
431
6 Rawls of Flat
Ribbon
894

LIGHT SETS
Miniature 35-Light
11/111"-° Blink., Set
o
ls
2iin:k
iormulli-cfil
A ulet.d.i
bire
t,nrd
"
rd.ou
114.4

41 97

bulbs.

Ifs

Weatherproof
25
_, ,-2 ,jht
i
Outdoor Set
N1Iiiii-color bulbs
Spr ing steel clips.

497

Lighted Gold Foil
Tree Top Star

Neninnosinawatsira.

199

1,

784

OVEN
TOASTER

399

Sole Price

Reg
479
Brews perfect collee
every time! Popular
avocado color.

Toasts, Grills
and Broils

'2.1194

Great for those in-a-jilly
snacks or
meals. 52.2S'-4

COOKWARE
SET

COVER

FITS 110TH*

at.e-

10 PIECES
IN ALL!

/714

TEFLON COATED - ALL
IN MATCHING
AVOCADO COLOR. Set
includes: . One
racti l'1-41. cosered
sauce pan. 2-qt.
covered sauce pan. 5-qt.
covered Dutch
oven, 81
/
2-in, gourmet fry pan.
10-in. Er'.'
nail. 2/
1
2-qt. tea kettle and
3-cup egg
poacher tray 1ro.149-4

(WSW fft

5_12

2—A

iinannmantamennontammanmar
Rel-Air Shopping Center
9-8 Mon . -So t.
1-6 Sundays

USE OUR EA71SY
CREDIT OR

Spray Snow,

'I 1440

Montclair

r1

Percolator

Only of Our Stores

Miniature 50-Light
2-Way Blinker Set
nd.•
,inci(
I n dtior
o
i.col
oro
,rried

HOGS ARE SAFE NOW
BALTIMORE i API - The
S Department of Agriculture has declared Maryland officially free of hog cholera a
disease that cost state farmers
more than $300.000 in killed
hogs in 1969
No cases of the disease have
been deteictecj in Maryland the
past 12 months, the department
said
'

10-CUP

990

or foils. 26
‘,Ide -11014A

.49

Montclair

Met•

BANKAMERICARD

11..006,b

,Oveose•usorr

753-8391

rotASCO
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ibias, spark plugs
ut ( or better yet, a
tube). You'll also
oil and larger gas
ur bikes And if
into Mexico, be
got the proper
i and if your hair is
side, be sure you
d under your belt the authorities
.ew of such things

/EXTRA Top
Value Stkisricips

11115n_401M11001,_
0

xl
Reservation
a
wo-sis.011Melke1111

VER

ley

1110

lotteries
die and
Little
Extra

'EN
STER

this coupon and

th

$5.00 purchase,
70r

I. •
FINE FOR BAR-B-QUE

PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS
USDA CHOICE GRADE BONELESS ROAST

e a question about
iotorcycle at
U so, drop a
ORWAYS, Copley
•e, P.O. Box 190,
:alit. 92112.
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lb.

Boneless Flat or Rolled

MEDIUM SII;
3 lb
Pk9

25ct

3•EIREAST QUARTERS,3 WINGS,
3 LEG QUARTERS,2-GIBLETS

MEDALLION FROZEN

'FREEZER BONUS BUNDif
5-lbs. SIRLOIN STEAK
5-lbs. T-BONE STEAK
10Ibs. COUNTRY CLUB ALL BEEF HAMBURGER
10-lbs. CENTER-CUT RIB
PORK CHOPS
5-lbs. LEAN PORK STEAK
5-lbs. FRYER BREASTS
5-lbs. FRYER LEGS
64bs. REGULAR OR COUNTRY STYLE SPARE RIBS

Lotion15..1
VASELINE Intensive Care 6-oz.

Lotion

'
7 65'
size

PROTEIN 21 Liquid 7-oz.

Shampoo

$1..59**size Or

DIAL
6-oz. $1.29
size

SAVE $926

71

HaiiYLE
Spray 49,
13 oz
99c
Oze.

61 -lbs. of
MEAT ALL FOR

19"

PCNi

( A RNA 1 ION
iar
ME L ü SOFT
SANDWICH BREAD

89'

Toothpaste

BR(

3

•

4 "z. Si
Sesame Buns 3
Angel Food Cake
45'
Dinner Rolls

COUNTRY CLUB

pkgs.
! 2 rr I r Sanck•t(h Buns or 8-ct.
12-oz.
pkgs.
KROGER LARGE

ICE
qdl

Tomato Juice 3 "-oz $11
00
Crackers .
KROGER

"Z

Cheespred

1-lb
pkg

half
gal.

65'

NEW PLASTIC JUG!
KROGER

29,

Towels

jumbo
roll

Bread

MILK $121

Dinner Rolls

Club Rolls

3 9p,7, $1

Nestle Quick
Grape Jelly

2-lb
box

86'
43'

jar

S1Z9

gal

OLEO,. $1
lbs.
for

20-or
jar

48

16-or
btl.

38(
39'

KRAFT

8-oz.
btl

le , Ith

( Al IFORNIA

8 lb 99'

HEINZ

Kekhup

CALIFORNIA

Mushrooms
Snap Beans

3

FLORIDA

BARTkL11

Pears

lb
hag

89(

49'

for
WASHINGTON STATE °click),
Red or
Golden 10 for
89
(

Apples

TANGERINES

2

Electra Sol
Bleach

gal.

Cleanser

14-oz.
can

do,

Cat Food

15-oz.
can

KROGER

Beef Stew

69c

lb-

BACO

Whole Hams or /
1
2

lb

Ham Slices

lb

81oneless

COUNTRY STYLE

SLICED
RINDLESS

Its
MORRELL FULLY COOKED Bnls

VACUUM PACKED

lb.

Shank Portion Ham

MORRELL PRIDE

Link Sausage
KROGER ALL

lb

MLA 1

Wieners

lb

88'
996
59'

QUARTER SLICED SMOKED

12-oz. C3c
pkg.

Sliced Bacon
Oscar Mayer

HAM

89'
69'

Cokes
25c
4
9
,
Flour
5
Peaches 3 89C
oz. 394C
Dinners
one-way
quart

PILLSBURY PLAIN OR

SELF RISING
with our
coupon

-lb.
bag

29-oz.
cans

ot,;T:161eMsfilraMilfinfoletr

3 89e
18 oz.

boxes
with our coupon

Kleenex Tissue

200-ct
box

WAGNER

34c
29

32-or
btl.
WHITE OR COLORS NORTHERN
4 roll A 5c
pkg. q
BEL DALE

Drinks

SHORTENING
3 lb
can

10011)

59c
75 ft
roll

Aluminum Foil
FOR YOUR BAKING,

Bakers Coconut

8-oz.
pkg.

KROCER

Chili

with
beans

am- PILLSBURY
CAKE MIX
3 boxes 59.
with this coupon thru Tues. Dec 14
1. Subject to applicable taxes.

can

2/
1
2-lb
.can

9"

pkg.

00

xtra Top Value Stamps-a
.
es with this coupon & purchase of 1 pair
am UGLY DUCKLING or TURTLE
sm. PANTY HOSE thru Dec 14
Allanininintili•

,'tbtiToTsT,TiT*Ti,TiTitiTiTiV

WORTH 100

s.

purchase of 4 5', or pi.4,
KROGER PUDDINGS
hr, Lies DP( 14 I. rnIt 1

r'

tOetidtti the

aleie
Sle

gf«ic immismunv
•ArillstitnefinrebtfetT
WORTH 15c
toward the

=no

are
woe
role

1

,
LIGHT OR DARK
CHOCOLATE
0

10 oz.
pkg

of 2... j
Frosty Acres Falien Baby
Limas
or Speckled 20-oz.
Butterbeans pkg
KROGER FROZEN
12-oz. $117
cans

45c

ictiT OR DARK CHOCOLATE

Covered Cherries
Barber Poles

53
/
2-or
61
pkg
25
GOLD CREST ASSORTED
2-lb
S159
Chocolates
box
p
1,
1
2g
o

GOLD CREST ASSORTED

Chocolates
Candy Canes
Holiday mix

..

this coupon thru Tues., ....
f,,,-.. Dec. 14, limit 1. Subject to -0
applicable taxes.
70e
With

111.11IsTiTettlillsTsfolitof

79c
41' DROP
S
89'

17,

._

filifintaITIMIT

purchase of any Pff 9

31

h r PET RITZ FROZEN
16' Pie Crust
10'
89c orange Juke

Ner
ame

• .,, TifiTiTiNifilifilifdifilfifiTsfitwxr,
,
.
Home Pride
r...
..=
BROOMS ea.99'

-v+ier 1111111MI'4VITH.`

CHRISTMAS WRAP
thru Tues Dec. 14 Limit

26' CRINKLE-CUTS
111 ril

half

WITCH

9c

79c

MORRELL FULLY COOKED
SEMI BONELESS WHOLE

11

CAKE MIX

20-or
box

KANDU
lb

00

K ROG E R FROZEN
14-oz
btl.

SPOTLESS RINSE]
pints

$1
I

PILLSBURY

REYNOLDS

HOME PRIDE

8
5

V boxes

Tissue

WELCH

BLUE LABEL

Broccoli

Fillet Haddock

WHITE OR COLORS

EATMORE

Idaho Potatoes 10:969'
Kam Syrup
Navel Oranges 18 89' Italian Dressing
Pink Grapefruit 10 99' BROOMS
Jonathan Apples 669

Oranges

/1-1b.

CHOCOLATE RICH!

ea

lb.

69'

BANQUET (except beef or ham)

Crackers

Grape Jelly

ROME APPLES

29c

KROGER GRAHAM

Anti Freeze

SPECIAL FORMULA Light or Dark
16-oz.
3 loaves
FULLY BAKED
10-oz. 19C
pkg
BROWN 'N SERVE Poppy or Sesame

59c

ea

CLOVER VALLEY FREESTONE

16-oz

Crescent Rolls
35( PUREX
can
KROGER Buttermilk or Homestyie
Flaky Biscuits 3 9c:1-ns°1 49( BLEACH
KROGER

Pizza

900

SEVEN - UP or

SWANSOFT WHITE OR COLORS

N SERVE

1-1b.
pkg.
JENO'S Cheese or Hamburger

Beef Steaks

99'

„,
1-1b. )137
box
or Pak 3 to .5-lbs Catfish Steaks/

LIF,H,

1-1b. $ 1
lia boxes
1

loaves24-oz.

S1.0(+ coc
size J'

lb

lb

KAY BEE FROZEN

Breaded Shrimp

$199

cans

Coffee Mate

PEPSODENT 6.75-oz.

Bologna

69' CORNED BEEF
59' BRISKET
89c
49'

Port Sausage

99c

Fabric Softener

Roast

X1ARK1 1 X13,1ir

Dry Milk

lb.

Breast

lb.

FROSTY SEA

U.S.D.A. CHOICE GRADE

Pori Ribs

14-qt. $1 75
box
HOME PRIDE Concentrated
64 or

$1.'h 79,
size '

Shampoo

Boneless K.C. Steak

lb.

KROGER NON DAIRY

BRIGHT SIDE 6-oz.

'SERVE & SAVE

lb. $1
"
U..S. D. A. CHOICE GRADE Boneless

BOSTON BC'! I

ANTI PERSPIRANT
SPRAY

Churik Bologna

99c

lb

TURKEY

KROGER lUMBO

U. S. D. A. CHOICE GRADE Boneless
$1 ig
lb.
A
S D A CHOICE GRADE BONELESS

CU' NH-0

Turkey Roast

FRYER

l b.

Shoulder Swiss

BONELESS 3 to 4-1b. avg

BREASTSlb
LEGS lb49c

Pork Steaks 59c

10 to 14 end
and center cut
chops

lb

lb
FAMILY PAK OF 3 to 5 lbs
FRYER

FAMILY PAK 3 to 5 It)

PON LOIN

43c
79c

lb

frUvers

lb

English Roast

47'

Leg Quarters

3 to 5-1b. average

QUARTER St ICF 1)

10 to 14 lb.

FRESH

39c Pork Roast.38`

DISCOUNT PRICES
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS

PAK

Breast Quarters

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

lb.

TURKEYS

lb

FAMILY PAK

Spare -Ribs si,.59`

lb

CUT UP FAMILY PAK

09

F AMIL

USD A. CHOICE GRADE

COUNTRY CLUB ALL BEEF

JERGENS $169 sae

Mixed Quarters

•

Family Pak 6 to 10 Steaks

FAMILY PAK
0 5 STEAKS
31
.

lb

FAMILY PAK 3 to 5-lb avg

09 Cube Steaks!! 1 4
08
Brisket
98

U S. D. A CHOICE GRADE

CARGILL GRADE A

Split Broilers

USDA CHOICEGRADE

Boston Roll
Rib Steak
I Hamburger
Fryers
Baking Hens

excluding tobacco, and in addition
to any other purchase requirements.
.
ExpiresDec. 14Limit
eT.OsP
vALus
one.liPPIINIMIMIIIMMIIC
•i

S299
box

5/'
11 ,'OF 39c
pkg

8**

ILLSBURY
FLOUR
5

lb

sa
hag
49C
-0
0- with this coupon thru Toes Dec 14
mrt 1 Subtect to appcc able taxes rrelb
0-

'

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS
50 with one 22-oz WI
Chiffon Liquid Detergent 1
50 with one 27-oz, or 4 -07
Klear Floor Wax
2
50 with one 9-oz can Son
Country Air Freshener 3
50 with?opr kgos.0
w
Couhn1trpk
y OgyeanTDponcuotstIon 4
25
Swabs Wood Stix
50 with 2Tbs. or more
Ground Round, Chuck. 6
50 owritChhioOp
lo.edpuSgs,.lis
oi,neak
fast or c.cut Pork Chops 7
SO Wiik-rpkgs Fryer
8
ast,l
50 wBrieth7
Cutor T hrhs
p
pkgs.
9
Frying Chicken
50 with 7 pkgs. 8-oz.
If)
Lunch. Meats
25 with arty pkg
11
Sea Pak Seafood
50 Ha
wamii any
siice2s pkgs. Vac Pac
12
25 w
Allithml a-16,
KWeirrersroger
13
with
14 25. Lettuceheads
25 with 39c or more
15Bananas
25 with 5lbx
16
Potatoes
25 witb3Ibs.
17
Onions
25 with 5-lbs oranges or
Grapefruit
18

do,

t'r

AO.

•
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OPEN 'TIL
10 P.M.
MONDAY
thru
SATURDAY
RARICRIREIRCARII

SIMI

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

* PRICES GOOD THURS. FRI At-SUN

LADIES SKIRT &
SWEATER SETS

LADIES
UMPER

12' TRICYCLE ..44

,_,IGIYOR ROVER

by

100% ACRYLIC

A.M.F.

Solid color sweater
with coordinated plaid
skirt Washable.

•Plaid or Tiny
Diamond print
•100% Acrylic
2 Styles

Sizes 8-16.

Sizes 7-18
A REAL BUY!

Reg. '9.92

,Bbotilded plastic toy is 22" long, 11"
wide, 14" high. No-slip seat. 6 super
Moort- tires. For Ages 1 to 4

Regular
'4.86

••

Bright magenta, this sturdy triktgive hours of ple sure!

414.
13.99

LIVING
BABY TENDER LOVE

LADIES

KNIT
TOPS
hot
over ma
pants. grown or burgundy.

TURBO ACRYLIC
MATERIAL

Sizes 8-14

sPiPCdOtYs
Too wild to ride on track!
Powered by Wiz-z-zer Whirlers.

60" wide - Machine Washable
Plaids & Checks. Matching solids.

Sizes S-M-L

Reg. '2.96

Reg. '2.99

Reg.

44

'6.96

CHRISTMAS
GIFT WRAP

5 Roll Pkg.
50 Sq. Ft

Stick On Bows

Reg. 54'

Reg. 57'

ff 46'
TRANSISTOR
RADIO

6'

Life Savers in a colorful

STYRO CUPS

gift box. Asstd. flavors.

Pkg. of 50

Reg.
744

Keeps drinks hot or cold

•Earphone
•Carry Case

Similar to Illustration

$499

Reg. 2/s 1

GIFT SET
to

FOOTBALL

•Self-Sharpening Blades

KODAK INSTAMAT1C 44

Similar

•Batten

Reg.
'25.77

Reg.'25"

$2444

_ •Net
.

Be one of the first to have one

Reg. 33"

ITS
FOOTBALL OUTF
Plus Footbi
Pants, Jersey, Pads, Helmet.

$2991

2466
KODACOLOR X
•
126 FILM
CARTRIDGE

•Camera
12 Exp.
•Film

Petal
Pole for
Mount'

4

Reg.
$996
*

Put on

LunotOnett
cial *
* S
Thurs.-F -Sat-Sun.

makeup
the

UNCLE:C ARLIE
t SIRLOIN RIP ST
141

professional
way!

Illustration •Flash
Record the happy sounds of Christmas!
Operates on 4 C cell batteries
AC adaptable

Back B

RED, WHITE & BLUE

•Goal

59' 3

CASSETTE TAPE
by mayfairRECORDER

GO
SE

•Malin Head

12 rolls of delicious

Pkg. of 25

BASK

NORELCO
Triple-Header
SHAVER

LIFE
SAVER
CANDY -BOOK

GIFT BOWS

26
Idea! f

So real she's almost alive! Hold her
bathe her!

Lt.. _,_.

Choice

J

2 Vegetables

TRUE TO LIGHT

Cube
•Battery

Regular 1. 1 7
An ideal Gift For Young or Old!

$1014

92

MAKEUP MIRROR

Hot Rolls Bu

Reg. S174
$1

588

99
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IOD THURS -FLAT-a-SUN. - DEC. 9-10-11-12

!CYCLE

For Ages 3 to 10

BIG WHEE
• Real
Engine
Sound

•..

• Front Wheel
• Rugged Plastic and
Steel
• 38" Long

is sturdy trike wi
;ure!

Reg.
13.88

$

Boy's & Girl's

BICYCLE
Reg. '44.

till

26" size.
Ideal for Christmas!

DINNER WA

4

•Service for 8

•3 Lovely Patterns

Reg.
$.
.
4 ;,51
611$7:18

BASKETBALL

GOAL
SET

Twin Size
24%60"

•Back Board

Durable. use in

•Goal

. OUTFIT

ielmet,Plus Footbi

•Net !lab/h.
NW/A7
Metal
•
s°‘$?
Pole for st! ot.
Mounting
'
•

$844

any room. Candy
stripe or solid

DART BOARD
Heavy Duty

Reg.

Reg.

2/s3

Reg. '2.99

52996

9 to a Pkg.
Solids or Checks

$2496

-'Luncheonette *
* Special *

COASTER WAGONI
Bright Red-Heavy Duty

Thurs..Fr Sat-Sun.

UNCLE CiARLIE'S
SIRLOIN STRIP STEAK

Small
Size

LADDER
BACK
CHAIRS

Room
Size
Rug
8/
1
2x11'2

Strong durable oak
with string

Choice of negetables
Hot Rolls-Butter

thdenished

Just right for the little tyke!

Reg. '3"

Use in
any room.
Tweed or candy stripe.
Long-wearing, durable,

ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC BLANKET
•U.L Approved .Washable •Single Control

Reg.
5993

CAN OPENER
KNIFE*
SHARPEN
Reg.'9"

WEDNESDAY—DECEMBER 8, 1971
s, I uvjt- s
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Virginia Beach builds
park out of garbage

•

Interior Furnishers
of Murray
Carpet & Accessories

on our rodent problems. We
area and to make the pile of have found that the compacting
the
for
plans
garbage fit our
exceeds our best expectations.
park."
"Our core samples have
Wilson's planners went to weighed out at a greater
work and came up with several density than the surrounding
natural uses for what was to natural soil. And, no one on the
become a very "unnatural" project has seen a rodent since
playground.
the compactors arrived and
"There are no hills of any started packing."
size in Virginia Beach," said
Wilson. "So we decided to
make a big ugly pile of garbage
into a playground by developing facilities which required
some elevation."
For years the Soap Box
Barns;
from
Dana Bazzeii, Andy Bennett, Debbie
IN AND AROUND AT MSU. Seniors
Derby competition had been
A. L. "Kayo" Willis, MUS school relations
Hop School toured the Murray
Farmington
held in a naval shipyard in
The
representative and campus guide; and Randy
State University campus on Tuesday.
nearby Portsmouth. But, the
of
Smith.
department
by
the
sponsored
trip was
Navy's hill wasn't really close
(Photo by R.0. Kleitlahe)
Open 3:30 to 6:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
at MSU Shown from left '
to what is needed to hold real
—Comedian
Ky.
LEXINGTON,
Richard Adams, senior class sponsor;
are:
competition so one of the first Bill Cosby has much more on his
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday
items programmed was a regu- mind these days than being a
Maldives. the smallest UnitConcert and church organs
Farm animals in the United fllay weigh as much as 150 tons ed Nations member. has an
1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Sunday
lation size and shape Soap Box
funny man.
States create some two billion
115 square miles and
of
10.000
area
Derby track. Another facility,
from
anywhere
have
and
As a -faculty" member of tons of waste a year
106.000 people.
found in most cities but lacking
to more than 27.000 pipes
a
in Virginia's tidewater low- "The Electric Company,"
for
produced
series
lands was an amphitheater. reading
Now there would be a place for educational television, Cosby is
one in Virginia Beach. The flat constantly concerned that a joke
areas would be used for Little for a joke's sake might well
League fields and other routine "muddy up" the learning process
of his audience.
facilities.
"We as performers sometimes
As Wilson's planners came
up with ideas they began to forget that we are teaching when
formulate the topographical we try as performers to be funsketches to support their plans. ny," he said. "But we have to
The planners and sanitation en- step and say this is not what
gineers met frequently to di"- we're doing—we're teaching
cuss the mechanics of buildidg Everything we do has a point and
a mountain to fit a topographic has to add to instead of detract
plan. The sanitation engineers from what a student is going to
came up with a method of
guaranteeing that the moun"The Electric Company- is
tain would be strong enough to being telecast weekdays on the
take the abuse of several gen- Kentucky Educational Television
erations of children yet unborn. Network at 4:30 p.m., E.S.T.The
41111
A*10
When the U.S. Department of series was designed to help
• "
Health, Education and Welfare
Ai%
second, third, and fourth-graders
heard about the plan, a grant of
improve reading skills.
$300,000 was made to enable the
on the programs
effort to proceed as a feasibility ,, Everything
point, but the
study and be a pilot program has its educational
skits, monologues, songs a
for other cities.
provide
As the plan developed it was minidocumentaries
decided that the mountain attention-getting devices which
would be built in layers, in stimulate agi entertain as well as
much the same way geologists teach youngsters.
Cosby says he and other
t. West Germany's import tell us the earth's crust was
teachers on "The Electric
trade with 17 Arab countries built up.
"We decided that we would Company" perform different
.. rose 26.7 per cent over last
* PHILCO COSMETIC COLOR CIRCUIT
year's figure",for the first half, lay a four-foot-deep layer of sketches which have to do with
with
down
it
pack
garbage,
letters,
of
PROVIDES MORE LIFELIKE COLOR
"(certain sounds, forma
where exports rase only 2.5 per
huge compactor vehicles, then and blends"
. cent
PICTURE AUTOMATICALLY
If the series follows the suc; West Germany had a trade lay a one-toot layer of dirt over
deficit with 17 Arab countries of -the garbage and compact the cessful suit of ita big brother
Gets the faces right. Philco A.C.T. electronicDM 2,100 million, compared dirt down on and into the gar- "Sesame Street," Kentucky's
ally locks in TV signal for -Fuss,Free" view. with DM 1,500 million in the bage." explained Kiley. "This grade-schoolers who watch
ing. Sc; it—and Forget It. Handsome, walnut
way we would eliminate any
same half of 1970.
see improvement in their
should
grained, contemporary style cabinet P44107
settling problems and cut down
reading.
Constant research into the
Big, Bright, Natural Color Pictures
effectiveness of new reading
producers
series will help our
"know how we fared," Cosby
says The plans are to correct the
mistakes and -in general to
become better."
Not designed to "overpower"
the teacher,Cosby says, the show
'should never be competition to
the teacher-but an aid.
"It's an aid to get across the
feeling and get to a student in a
certain way, an aid not so much
to prove that the film is much
.4mulalt,/ no,lure
better than the instructor, just
PHILCO
us,
another finger tip," he added.
ntms
Two days a week, Cosby works
PHILCO
A FULL
toward a doctorate in education
ROTATED
at it
CM BE
1121-4.0"..
want to look MIat
the
of
University
* Move your favorite color
chassis. Bright
Irov
state
picture.
Massachusett. The other three
\II solid
shows from room to room
I
and white
i
., in black ou'll base a ball
he teaches on "The Electric
14 - lii
Lice-like
Natural.
.
.
.
fine
rei
;r1
(
15 Sq. In rt
2 t- 2,
wool
.J
opt,
...
chart
Company."
19.
Mirror
rrreen.
p.a.
in
.....
.....
.....
•7
twd o. 1,..wr
nmirni landi I )elro
HI
picture and pre-set woo,
Does Cosby want to be a college
Able trouble free
....
feet tunonti %Saint', firrirohen
fowl,.
wain.'
flandsonte
teacher?
Annet -.IA OW 1
111117
.
...........
"No, that isn't it," he ex-.. ''..
film
with
"I'm
working
plained.
PHILCO.
and the television medium as a
form of teaching. I'm sure that
19 184 Sq In
the tube or the screen itself is a
A coustic
place that we can use and use
well to aid teaching."
He sees his role in educations
TV as more of a writer-producer
of programs than a performer.
I had rather just write them to
its
of
excess
in
Model 9280—with performance far
make sure they are done the way
p Kuotai
frrts. Metal
I want them done. I've written
price tag. Solid-state and pre-matched by Magnavox,
tailpiece. Steel urines
Dark
red
for
everything I've said on the stage.
,onbtirrt lush
the people wh8 have been making great 4ounds
tko
"I take an idea. It's a form,
over 60 years. You get these extra.-value features:
something I stole from jazz
6-Watts EIA music power, two 6 speakers, plus an
(:compart
lint Y.,th
• 12';TS sq. in, screens
where you take a theme and play
hen& catmint handle'
with Matching
Ai
automatic 4-speed Micro-Changer. It even has a jack
It
the
on
to
chords
the
using
stage,
nil
nut
Handuinor
bright, clear jm turr /truce Itt.mrpact
Rollabout Stand
for an optional headphone. If it's stereo, Magnavox
cc utter' ushinti Ms,
take you where you want to go.
Are uith arrying handle
budget
compact
this
11
iiirfy
it—from
anyu byre' s.rt
0,4.7
has
NOW ONLY
That way each time you blow
your solo it isn't the same."
unit to fine performing radio- phono
Chuckling a multi-million
systems . . . accessories, too—at
dollar
all
entertainment career,
them
see
in
Come
savings!
Cosby says,is not surprising. He
studied education at Temple
University and "I said when I
delalf
during our Magnavox
AdItestlahle
was in show business that I would
Crier. net
.10111.
leave it for education. If you'll
corn rof
Holiday Specials event!
Nutt6.1101 1..111
look back at old newspaper
.1.irk
and
sights
S..over 50 magnificent
clippings, I gave myself 10 years
sounds Color TV consoles and porIn show business."
tables with Total Automattc. Color,
Push-button channel selector.
However, Cosby is quick to add
stereo. radios and tape recorders
Nilirt
_ lighted channel indicators. Two
that he is not "totally retired"
all at great saving% All great gifts,
III
umem
And tnisr
6z-in. speakers in walnut grained
I
Klacie hitch
surpar o -,en• nub Am
and entertains on weekends. By
on h
cabinets Separate tone. balance
the looks of ibis audience at
and volume controls. $11.1M-A
Lessi111
IIIIII
MI MI UM MI
Morehead State University,
8
P.M.
Until
.......
Open Every Night
where
Cosby
STORES
entertained
OTASCO
ALL
AT
PRICES GOOD
THESE
recently and granted this interview, thousands of college
753-8391
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-8 Mon.-Sot.
students are delighted that Cosby
turns his teaching and student
Sundays
1-6
off long enough to be a
Phone 753-7575 roles
weekend comedian
By E. W. WINSLOW
Copley News Service
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. —
While residents of some strikeplagued cities have complained
bitterly about the necessity of
piling their garbage in the
street, citizens of this resort
city have been deliberately
building a mountain of refuse in
the middle of town.
In 1965 when city planners
began to look for new ways to
dispose of city garbage, it was
apparent that some new ideas
were required. According to
Charles Kiley, city sanitation
engineer, We had completely
filled our last dump. We
couldn't find a gulley or valley
in this flat country to fill in.
Ecology considerations prevented us from burning our
refuse. So, we called in some
experts from the state Health
Department and had a big discussion."
R. E, Dorer, director of the
Bureau of Solid Waste and Vector Control of the Commonwealth of Virginia Department
of Health, had been waiting for
just such an opportunity. For
years he had envisioned a project where waste materials
would be used to build a site for
a recreation park. He offered
his ideas to the Virginia Beach
city fathers.
"The idea of using the pile for
a park was a natural," said Jim
Wilson, chief of the program
planning division of the Department of City Planning for
the City of Virginia Beach."We
already had a site which belonged to the city, was pretty
much in the middle of the
town's area and which was
rapidly being surrounded by
housing developments. We began our plans to exploit the

Located at Hale's Trailer Court
at 5 Points

* SPECIAL *
1st Quality RubberBack Carpet
2.95 sq. yd.

Cosby Turns
To Teaching
On ETV Show

Over 100 Samples To Choose From

tAO PHILCO
COLOR TV
The qjt act"-keeps Mt

West German trade
with Arabs rising

'4

•

BUY ON EASY CREDIT TERMS

hillagnciArcs.c.

SAVE
$10

With],7

124

IfV

%ou
ITIV %a"

0.

7....
.

i.14.1.,1, L

.1114(1141

i

NM 4

1
1

Modestly-priced 3-pc.
Magna-Sonic Stereo
Phonograph System

_yic,&that.htti,sig-f.
_ .,•:„..;.......--

Portable

GUITAR

.....11.11

s

95

vvEacoR

1
.

9,5

8-TRACK STEREO
TAPE PLAYER

1

411111i/

%I /III

I

1 1‘.1 h

NI,

4nti

/lir

Amplifier
11111pUi

114b1114.

1114li

tl

UI

Leach's Music & TV

%1 s

CO
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8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.

7 DAYS
A WEEK

CENSER 8, 1871

WEDN

Gold Medal
Plain

or

Self-Rising
U.S.D.A. Inspected

FLOUR
BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12th STREET

5-lb. Bag

These prices good thru
12-14-71

FRYERS

39;

Whole or
Cut-Up
Family Pac

lb

22;

(With Coupon At Bottom of Page)

Craddock's

ausage
ib.69;
FRYER PARTS
0111(EHOPS Neck Bones b
gic
Farm Fresh

Lean & Meaty Pork

59;

BEEF

SHORT RIBS

b

Fresh

Fresh

35'

PORK LIVER

CHICKEN LIVER lb

69t

lb.

THIGHS

lb.

49c

DRUM STICKS lb

Hot Ready To Eat

59c B-B-0 Fryers 5

FULLY COOKED

HAM

lb

Fully Cooked

BREAST

Butt Portion

Lean and Meaty

Sliced

99' BRAUNSCHWEIGER 55t
SP
AR
E
00
1
Bread
w TOMATO JUICE 3
KIDNEY BEANS 5
SMOKED JOWL

HAM

4

Hyde

Shank Portion

0

lb.

RIBS

Park

T: $

Joan of Arc

Pride of Illinois

46 oz$1
ca ns

WAYNE

DOG FOOD81051100
Shortening

SNObIDIT

ft

42-oz
Can

(Limit: 1)

Biscuits
5

OLEO

10b-labg.

If

All Grinds
1-1b. Can

5

(With Coupon Below
••••

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Maxwell House

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

&

,.111s

I ',ttotcy s

3 11 OZ• bn'
Expires 12-10-71
Good only at Store‘',

89'

Tissue

with BEANS

3 $100

DRINKS
Royal Crown

3

8 BM_ Ctn.

4-Roll $ 1 00
Pkgs.

ORANGES

39(

doz.

Salad Dressing

CREAM MIRACLE
PIES Eal9c WHIP,,48
(Limit: 3)

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

,ttils at Stort's

FLORIDA

ORANGES 5-lb. Bag

59c

Cornet
TOELS
3 ,$j
Rolls

(Limit: 1)
284I1

39
'
it 71

with
bottles

I

Florida

49'

TANGERINES

1. spires

CHILI

16 Ounce

1 lb can

11

39;

Delta

22. bottle
JELL-O 4/Ant VEL
COFFEE 59
' PUDDING ..
/J
LIQUID
I spirt', 1

8-oz
Cans

INSTANT TEA 3 °' 'ar

Maxwell House

COFFEE

KELLY'S

Nestea
1•lb $100
ssolids

RED

POTATOES

6

Hyde Park Delta

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Farilik
Gold Medal

FLOUR

Sib 138 1 39tt

Expires 12 it
Good only at Store‘

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Famil%
King Size

TOP
JOB

79
'

F•Attires 11"-14 71
(.04A 1/111% ;It 'itores

COUPON
limit 1 per family
1Prio

PIZZA

F[37159
'

Expires 12,14Good Onl) At Stores

COUPON
Limit 1 per family
Nescafe

COFFEE $1 1
lfl

ii

f.ctsfr., IH1
1. .041 4ifils St

t.•r-,
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HOLIDAY BOOK SALE
Book Lovers' Bonanza
Originally Published at '2.95 to '29.00
Books of General Interest

Sale $1.00 to
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Landmarks of the World's Art

Skira Color Prints

Movements of Modern Art

The Museum of Masterpieces
specific
Each of these handsome, fully illustrated volumes is concerned with a
providing
movement in 20th century art, their texts written by noted experts and
es, incomprehensive surveys of each movement - their origins, the masterpiec
and 150 b-w
fluences, etc. Each volume contains 192 pages, 50 COLOR PLATES
illustrations; 8t4" x 73,4",
Each Volume $3.98
Special Imports
with
CUBISM. By Nicholas Wedley. Combines traditional scholarship
penetrating new insight into perhaps the most influential developement in painting since the Impressionists.
EXPRESSIONISM. By Frank Whitford. Fascinating account of this movement
other
of the early part of the century, covering the influence of political events and
forms of European art.
art
..POP ART. By Michael Compton. Thorough survey of the most explosive
movement of our time, covering its development in the U.S., Great Britain &
.arious European countries.

A wide selection of large -size, high-quality color reproductions of paintings,
2x
/
to the public. Each album • 91
many from private collections inaccessible
The
inches) contains 6 FULL COLOR plates by a great artist or group of artists.
text includes an introduction, biography of the artists, and notes on each picture.
The plates are ideally suited for framing
Only $1.00 each
Pub. at $2.50 each
Monet
Masterpieces from Turkey
Japanese Painting
Rembrandt
El Greco
Goya
Leonardo Drawings
Michelangelo

Manet
Degas
Gaugin
Klee
Modigliani
Picasso
Picasso
Rousseau

SKIRA PAPERBACKS
The Taste of Our Time

For The Cook Book Collector
COOKING BETTER ALL THE TIME By Katie Stewart. Superb cookbook
featuring 60 full page,FULL COLOR photos & over 2,500 recipes - omelets, sauces,
cold sweets and fruit cakes & hundreds of other specialties, as well as many other
unusual & standard -soup-to-nuts" dishes. Includes instructions on metrication;
2" x 11"
1
8/
Special Import $3.98

Groat artists and significant art movements dramatically presented in this
4"), each
3
inexpensive, tastefully designed series of paperbound volumes (6" a 6/
biographies:
containing over 100 superb, FULL COLOR plates and up-to-date
and critical studies, bibliographies, indexes of works and names, and more Pub
$1.98 each vol
at $3.95 each vol.
IMPRESSIONISM Vo. I.
IMPRESSIONISM Vol. II
MIRO
VAN GOGH

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD COOKERY. By Elizabeth Campbell. A really
exciting cookbook' Fascinating to read, packed with informative supplements,
and brimming over with more than 1,000 recipes arranged by country; table of
Special Import $2.98
equivalents; indexed; over 450 pages.
PARTY COOK1300K. Ed. by Marshall & Sewell. Exciting book devoted solely to
• he art of giving parties, filled with menus selected by leasing food & wine experts
,r special occasions that vary from children's birthday parties to a wine & cheese
Special Import $2.49
.arty. 16 FULL COLOR photoes.
FONDUE COOKERY. By Alison Burt. New ideas for main courses, something
special for dessert, suggestions for exciting suppers - this attractive, supurbly
.illustrated book contains fondue recipes of all kinds: traditional Swiss, cheese,
Bourgignonne, sauces, much more. 16 FULL COLOR photos; guide to equivalent
weights & measures.
Special Import $2.49
FRENCH HOME COOKING. By Claire DePratz; Rev. Ed. Classic cookbook
emphasizing the simpler characteristic dishes of the average French family; over
550 recipes drawn from all sections of the country and combining the best of
Sale $1.98
economy and gourmet taste. Pub. at $3 50
THE CASSEROLE COOKBOOK. By John & Marie Roberson. The most con,
lete casserole book ever written! 200 kitchen-tested, easy-to-follow recipes for
.oth the beginner & veteran, with plans for meals centering about a casserole dish
for servantless entertaining & for the housewife with a busy schedule & a tight
Sale $1.98
.imily budget. Pub. at $5.95.
CONVERSATION-PIECE RECIPES, By Ruth V. Neumann. Hundreds of
,-cipes designed to stir flattering comment for both festive an everyday mealsSale $1.98
nceived with today's busy homemaker in mind. Pub. at $3.95.

THE FACE OF FOLK MUSIC. Text by Robt. Shelton; Photography by David
;,ahr. The story of modern folk music, a huge encyclopedia work told in
fascinating test & OVER 500 PHOTOS, covering the subject from its origin to
today's pop offshoots. Evaluates hundreds of performers, with a photo of each one;
167 pages; 9,-4" a 12'4".
Sale $6.98
Pub. at $14.95
•
2-volume set
LYTTON STRACHEY: A Critical Biography. By Michael Holroyd.
all
,,n the great biographer -Vol. I: The Unknown Years 1880-1910, the very best of
Of
The
II:
Years
Vol.
ence;
correspond
unpublished
previously
plus
•iis writing
era, his coterie of
Achievement 1910-1932, Lytton's productive, financially secure
friends & lovers through WW Ito his death; over 50 photos
Sale Roth Vols. 97.98
Pub. at $21.95

CHAGALL
PICASSO
CEZANN1
REMBRAND I

The Color Library of Art
An outstanding collection of art books priced unbelievably low - each volume
contains a minimum of 48 COLOR PLATES, a number of b-w illustrations, is
Clothbound, has a sewn binding„ and is handsomely jacketed. Text by renowned
2"
/
experts include artists, educators, editors & lecturers. Only $2.98 each; 91
103,4 ; specially imported.
ART NOUVEAU. By Martin Batterby. 54 COLOR PLATES and 7 b-w illus. show
the decorative style fashionable in France at the close of the 19th century. Here is
the fin de siecle mood of wit di elegance of new & exciting art forms & the
Special Import
magnificent creations of the outstanding craftsmen of the time..
$2.98
BRUEGEL. By Marguerite Kay. 51 plates in FULL COLOR, 13 b-w illus. The
brillant naturalism and vitality of the world's most noted painter of peasant life,
including his highly imaginative, Bosch-like fantasies and his magnificent landscapes.

of the age of Baroque,
THE AGE OF BAROQUE.By Michael Kitson. Full history
and economic condition, its
the general background of religion & its social
classicism, represenmagnificent churches, houses and palaces; 17th century
200 illus., 100 FULL
more.
m,
neo-classic
Rococo,
tational painting, 18th century
2".
/
2" x 111
/
COLOR; 81
Sale $3.98
Pub. at $5.95
The history and art of the
THE ANCIENT WORLD. By Giovanni Garbini.
from the 7th rnillenium to
span
the
covering
man,
to
known
s
earliest civilization
illus., over 100 FULL
200
B.0
century
5th
,
supremacy
Jerico to the era of Greek
superb art works from the Ancient
COLOR,revealing the monumental buildings &
2".
/
2"x 111
/
Near East-Mesopotamia, peripheral areas,and Egypt; 81
Sale $3.98
Pub. at $5.95
The entire history, art di
THE CLASSICAL WORLD. By Donald E. Strong.
Minoan Crete, 1700 BC,
from
peoples,
ean
Mediterran
economic development of the
painting, mosiacs, portraits,
to the 4th century Al) - architecture, sculpture,
2".
/
coins, jewelry, etc. 237 illus., 128 FULL COLOR : 8½"x 111
Sale $3.98
Pub. at $5.95
Jean Lassos.
By
WORLD.
E
BYZANTIN
THE EARLY CHRISTIAN AND
develooement of Early Christian art and the
Brillant comprehensive study of the
its
with the sumptuous magnificence of
Empire
Byzantine
the
of
sphere
cultural
2".
/
x 111
844."
()LOR.
FULL
117
illus.,
200
over
by
art-enhanced
Sale $3.98
Pub at $5.95
Martindale. The meaning &
MAN AND THE RENAISSANCE. By Andrew
e in terms of the society
architectur
&
sculpture
painting,
e
direction of Renaissanc
a period unique in
during
change
remarkable
in which it took place - 175 years of
Leonardo, Tintoretto, Titian,
lo,
Michelange
of
works
the
by
d
exemplifie
history
2".
/
2"x 111
/
COLOR.81
Darer, many others. Over 200 illus., 100 FULL
Sale $3.98
Pub. at $5.95
History of medieval art in the
THE MEDIEVAL WORLD. By Peter Kidson.
& astonishing in variety
invention
in
rich
period
middle Ages of the West, a
AD - architecture, sculpture, pain:JAcering 1000 years between 400 AD and-1400
2" x
/
illus. 102 FULL COLOR; 81
ing, manuscripts, metalwork, glass, etc. 208
2".
/
111
Sale $3.98
Pub. at $5.95
Asis, by Jeannine Auboyer
THE ORIENTAL WORLD. India & South-East
the Orient - remote,exotic &
of
art
The
Goepper.
China, Korea & Japan, by Roger
more than 3,000 years ago up to the
ons
manifestati
earliest
its
from
mystifying
112 FULL COIDR, the architecture.
20th century. With two lucid texts & 228 illus.,
2'
/
bec compared and admired. 81
can
world
vast
sculpture & paintings of this
".
2
/
111
Sale $3.98
Pub. at $5.95
hornmel. The strange &
PREHISTORIC AND PRIMITIVE MAN. By Andreas
Christ, a record of the
before
years
12,000
art,
primitive
of
fascinating world
development - an
human
of
stages
early
the
of
triumphs,
images, obsessions &
our primeval anof
ornaments
&
absorbing account of the sculpture, painting
Sale $3.98
at $5.95

Special Import $2.98
BOTTICELLI. By Bettina Wadia. Eloquent testimony to one of the giants of the
Renaissance. Illus. with 50 superb FULL COLOR plates: incl. "Birth of Venus,"
"Primavera" &other masterpieces; with extensive intro. & noted on the
Special Import $2.98
plates.
CEZANNE. Intro by Basil Taylor; noted by Trewin Copplestone. Concise introduction to the life and work of perhaps the most important artist of the last 100
years, 48 FULL COLOR plates provide a representation of his entire "oeuvre",
2"x 1011".
/
including BATHERS and YOUTH IN A RFD WAISTCOAT; 91
Special Import $2.98
MANET. By Nicholas Wadley 48 FULL COLOR Plates enhance this excellent
Introduction to the life and works of the Father of Impressionism, and perhaps its
greatest exponent - with expansive annotations that span his entire career. Special
$ 2.98
Import
MATISSE. By Frederick Brill. 48 Plates in Full COLOR reveal the full range &
,versity of Matiisse's great art; from the highly original early paintings to the
abstract
;chly luxurious & decorative series nudes & the vital color of the late
&
drawing
sculpture
the
illustrating
,:,rks in cutout paper. With many bl 'photos
this giant of modern art
Special Import $2.98
MICHELANGELO By Nicolas Wadley. 55 FULL COLOR plates.
finest
the
of
photographic survey
Remarkable textural and
David, the
e-the
architectur
and
sculpture
o's
paintings,
frescoes,
of Michelangel
three great Pietas, St. Peter's and more, plus a 3 page fold-out reproduction of the
Special Import $2.98
Sistine Chapel ceiling.

ANTIQUE GLASS AND CHINA: A Guide for the Beginding Collector. By G. A
Godden. Invaluable information on small, inexpensive British china & glass
wares, still available in fair quantity at moderate cost. Enphasizes collecting good
specimens perhaps not strictly antique) rather than poor, damaged dr repaired
objects. 45 photos,8 FULL COLOR. 103.4" x 1034". Pub. at $10.00.
Sale $2.98

HOLLYWOOD AND THE GREAT FAN MAGAZINES. Ed. by Martin Levin
Unique memento of the movie magazines of the 1930's, a huge volume filled with
photos, scoops & inside stories - an authentic replication of Hollywood & its greats
& near-greats of the past.
Sale $4.98
Pub. at $10.00.
Dent. Invaluable comWHO'S WHO IN THE BIBLE? Ed. by A. Sims & G.
home reference and students of
pendium of Biblical information designed for both
religion and allied subjects.
Sale $1.00
Pub. at $3.75
The Complete Book of NEEDLEWORK & EMBROIDERY. By Winifred Butler.
Useful volume of practical "how-to" instructions & complete patterns for making
nearly every kind of decorative needlecraft. thus. with 14 photos & over 200
diagrams. Pub. at $3.95.
Sale $1.98

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE
Across From Ordway Hall Open Until 8-00 P M
I
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